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General Introduction

The future of satellite communications are point to be used by countries of the tropical
regions. However there are scarcity of radiowave propagation studies in these regions for
that reason the scientific community are investigating propagation mechanism in this part of
the world. Therefore, it is the goal of this report to contribute to the knowledge of tropical

radiowave propagation by the analysis of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution and the
attenuation due to the rain on earth-space satellite links in Ku-band for tropical regions. The
contents of the report is organised as follows:

The first chapter presents an overview of the importance to understand the radiowave
propagation for tropical regions and the general contents and results of this investigation.

The aspects of rainfall which are characteristic for tropical areas are described in the

second chapter. In addition, the influence of the integration time of the rain meter on the
rainfall rate and the algorithms used to process the rainfall data are described in this chapter

as well.

The third chapter discusses the models of attenuation due to the rain applicable to
tropical regions. The discussion is based on the effective radio path length concept.

Therefore, the parameters that are characterizing this concept as specific attenuation,
effective path length and correction factor are analysed.

The fourth chapter contains the results of the processing of rain-data with two

methods, called the variable integration time and the I minute integration time and the
estimation and the comparison of attenuation due to rain for Surabaya-Indonesia in order to
find the prediction model in Ku-band for this locality and the validity of the models for

tropical regions.

The fifth and sixth chapters include conclusions, recommendations and references of

this investigation.

Finally, it is included the appendices that are contammg the routines for the

processing of rainfall rate, for the evaluation of attenuation due to the rainfall. The manual
for data processing ASYST programs. The ASYST routines applied to log-normal
distribution, interpolation function and curve fitting operation. And tables contained the

estimated attenuation due to the rain for Surabaya-Indonesia.
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Rain Rate and Atteouatioo due to the raiD 00 earth-space satellite liok (or tropical regioDS

1. Introduction

The need to understand radiowave propagation in tropical regions becomes

increasingly vital over this decade as the non-industrialized countries which are mostly

located in tropical regions could consume up to half of the total satellite telephony and
broadcasting bandwidth. It is true because of the use of circuit compression on high capacity
routes and the major improvements in transmission quality for developed countries and the
potential for development of the non-industrializes countries.

The satellite communications is the most economical communications medium and in
many cases the only communications medium. This is particularly certain for countries in

tropical regions of the world. In many tropical countries, towns and cities are usually

separated by dense forests or similarly inhospitable features. The laying of transmission lines
or the construction of terrestrial microwaves links are daunting tasks, but communications
lifelines are essential for any country, big or small, if it is to grow economically. Therefore,
a solution is the introduction of satellite services that are to a large degree, distance and
terrain independent. Unfortunately, they are not climate independent.

At the beginning of commercial satellite services, the communications frequencies

used were 4 and 6 GHz, bands in which the radiowave propagation impairments are fairly

benign. The explosive growth in demand led to the incorporation of 14/11 and 14/12 GHz
(Ku-band) services. Propagation impairments at Ku-band can be significant and, in some
cases, limiting factors in the design of communications services. It is therefore essential to
be able to predict accurately the likely impairments to be encountered on a given link in

order to plan new services economically.

The prediction of propagation impairments is an iterative procedure. Initial theoretical

models are tested against measured data. The models are refined to conform with these data,

becoming quasi-empirical models in the process.

The application of this procedure has permitted the prediction models for temperate
regions to become quite accurate, particularly in the frequency range between 10 and 20
GHz, it is not true for tropical regions. Theoretical models for temperate regions are tested
against the first measured results for tropical regions, it quickly became obvious that these

models are not applicable to tropical climates. Therefore, the need to measured data and to

-10-



Introduction

propose theoretical models in order to predict the propagation impairments for tropical

regions becomes vital.

In this report, The propagation measurement obtained in Surabaya-Indonesia, project

INTELSAT 770-B, are used in order to predict the rainfall rate cumulative distribution and

to compare the attenuation due to the rain on earth-space satellite links in Ku-band.

The prediction of rainfall rate cumulative distribution, it is covered by the iterative

procedure applied to the theoretical model proposed by Moupfouma and the measured data.

In addition, the essential element in the prediction of rainfall rate cumulative distribution, the
measured accuracy of rain meter for tropical regions is analysed with the application of two

methods for the processing of rain-data, these methods are the 1 minute integration time and

variable integration time.

The measured and estimated attenuations are compared after the analysis of the

proposed attenuation models for tropical regions. The models estimate the attenuation due
to the rain on earth-space satellite links in Ku-band from the structure of rain and from

rainfall rate cumulative distribution. In fact, the exactly estimation of the exceeding rainfall
rate cumulative distribution is equivalent to the estimation of exceeding attenuation.

So after the processing of propagation measurement and the analysis of rainfall rate

cumulative distribution and models of attenuation due to rain, it is concluded that:

The processing of rain measurement with the 1 minute integration time underestimates
high rain rate and the rainfall rate cumulative distribution is estimated by the iterative

procedure for Surabaya-Indonesia.

There is a great discrepancy in the attenuation models for tropical regions because the

models are based on the first experimental result of the rainfall structure, the rain height and

the rain rate distribution in tropical regions. Therefore it will be vital further investigation

of the rain in tropical regions in order to apply the iterative procedure.

The following chapters of this report present a study of radiowave propagation
measurements at Ku-band in a tropical region that becomes essential for the design of satellite

links during this decade as the countries which are located in tropical regions could consume

up to half of the total satellite telephony and broadcasting bandwidth at the end of this

decade.

-11-



Rain Rate and Attenuation due to the rain on earth-space satellite link for tropical regions

2. Rainfall Rate in Tropical Regions

As higher frequencies are used for telecommunications, rainfall becomes a serious
source of attenuation for microwave communications. As frequency increases, wavelength

approaches the size of raindrops, which therefore act as a screen of scatterers for the wave.
Rainfall occuring over the links affects transmission quality and limits the system's
performance. This phenomenon is even more critical in areas where the rainfall is very high,
as in tropical regions.

In this chapter the structure of rainfall, the model of rainfall rate cumulative

distribution and the methods used for the processing of rain-data in tropical regions are

analyzed.

2.1 Structure of rainfall

The structure of the precipitation is described by meteorologists and physicists in

temperate regions, however the structure of precipitation has not been studied for a long time
in the tropical regions. It is known that the general structure of the tropical precipitation

consists of small areas of higher rain rate found embedded in larger regions of lighter rain

rate ([33]). The rainfall is composed of raindrops which fall from the clouds to the ground

in the range of 5 to 15 minutes. This time is significant in comparison with the duration of

rain showers.

Characteristics of the raindrop in the tropical regions are summarized in table 2.1

The meteorological structure of the rainfall and the raindrop size distribution are

presented in the following sections.
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Drop shape

Drop Temperature

Drop eccentricity

Canting angle

distribution

Terminal velocity

Raindrop size

distribution

Rainfall Rate in Tropical Regions

Oblate spheroidal

293 K

Evans

Gaussian: mean and variance depending upon wind

velocity/direction

GunnlK.inzer

Lognormal distribution

TABLE 2.1 Physical characteristics of the raindrops in tropical regions ([28], [31], [33])

2.1.1 Meteorological Structure of the rainfall

Stratiform and convective precipitation have been found by meteorologist to be basic

structure of the rainfall over the globe, with the possible exception of the orographic

precipitation systems ( precipitations due to topography of the region ) of which litle is

known. Both types occur in different regions of the same storm ([36], [6]). In stratified

precipitation the hydrometeors fall to the ground almost from or near the top of the clouds.

In convective precipitation updrafts ( currents of air ) are so strong to carry the growing

particles upward until they becomes heavy enough to overcome the updraft and begin to fall.

The primary precipitation producers in the tropics are cloud clusters, tropical cyclones

and orographic cloud systems. It is estimated ([33]) that 25-50 % of cloud-cluster rainfall is

stratiform. Also it is found ([36]) that about 60 % of rain during tropical cyclones is

stratiform. Estimates do not exist for orographic rains, but similar proportions of stratiform

rain would not be surprising since the topography of the region probably initiate the

precipitation.

The basic mechanism of tropical precipitation is described as the structure of cloud

systems ([36]). In figure 2.1, the schematic diagram of this mechanism is presented. The

diagram shows the convective region, stratiform region, melting layer, process of

evaporation, the formation of convective showers and heavier stratiform rain.
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FIGURE 2.1 Schematic diagram of the precipitation mechanisms in a tropical

regions ([36]).

Therefore, the rainfall structure in the tropical regions is characterized by almost 60%

of stratiform rains, which depend upon the geographical characteristics of the location.

2.1.2 Raindrop size distribution

The analysis of rain dropsize data collected in Nigeria and Brazil demonstrates that

the Laws and Parsons raindrop-size distribution ([1]) adopted by ITU-R over-estimates the

number of drops in small areas of these regions ([1],[28]).

Raindrop size data collected for a period of three years at three locations with

different types of rainfall in Nigeria have been utilized to obtain models of the dropsize

distribution for each type of rainfall. The lognormal model gives a better fit of the measured

dropsize data ([1],[28]) for showers, monsoon and thunderstorm rainfalls and for continental

and maritime locations.

The proposed lognormal probability density function model for raindrop size

distribution, N(D), ([1], [28]) is given by:
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N(D) = NT exp [-l( LnD-JL)]
aDVl/ii' 2 a2

Where NT' I-' and (J are:

JL =-0. 195 +0. 199 LnR

a2 =0. 137 +0.013 LnR

Rainfall Rate in Tropical Regions

( 2.1 )

(2.2 )

(2.3 )

( 2.4 )

With Rain Rate [mm/h]
Number of all drops of all sizes [mm-1/m3

]

Drop Diameter [mm]
Mean ofLn D
Standard Deviation

The equation ( 2.1 ) is used to estimate the raindrop size distribution for Surabaya
Indonesia with the average rainfall rate measured in the project INTELSAT -770B ([8]).

Rainfall rate, NT, 1-'. (J and Dare:

R 119.6 [mm/h] exceeded 0.01 % of time. Averaged rain intensity for Surabaya
([8])

NT 613.250 per m3

I-' 0.757
(J 0.446

D Between 0 and 10 [mm]

Figure 2.2 shows the estimated raindrop size distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia.

2.2 Rainfall Rate Cumulative Distribution

The parameters of rainfall rate as a function of duration, the model for predicting

point rainfall rate cumulative distribution and calculation of the slope of the rainfall rate

cumulative distribution are introduced in the following sections.
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Rain Rate and Attenuation due to the rain on earth-space satellite link for tropical regions

2.2.1 Parameters of rainfall rate cumulative distribution as a function of time

When analysing rainfall rate data for propagation studies, the following parameters
should be considered:

300,-----,-------,---,....-----,-----,------,---,------,------,-------,

250

(") 200<
E--Vl
0..e

"0 150e-
o...
Cl)

.0
E
:>
Z 100

50

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Drop size [mm]

FIGURE 2.2 Raindrop size distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia

R(mmIh)

T(hours)

t

p

rainfall rate

The total duration of the propagation experiment

The total time during the experiment for which the rain rate R is

exceeded
represents the time as a percentage of the total duration of the

experiment (T)

These parameters have the following relations:
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Where: N

Rainfall Rate in Tropical Regions

is the number of times that R is exceeded during the total time of the
experiment

is the i-time during the experiment for which the rain rate is exceeded

is the ti-time during the experiments for which the rain rate is

exceeded.

2.2.2 Model of rainfall rate

A statistical model to predict the point rainfall rate cumulative distribution for

radiowave communication system design was proposed by Moupfouma ([27] and [29]). This

model which approximates a gamma distribution at high rain rates and a log-normal

distribution at low rain rates was tested against data for rain rate ~ 2 mm/h. The proposed

rainfall rate cumulative distribution is expressed as:

P(R~) = (1), + 1 )b e u(r) .(~ -r) 'Ln(P(~))
r + 1

(2.7 )

Where: P(~)

~(mm/h)

b

Percentage of time at which ~ is exceeded
Specifi(: rain rate exceedeed during the percentage of

time P(Rp)

Is given by:

b = ( r -1),) .Ln ( 1 + 2:.- )
~ ~

u(r) Is given by:

u (r) =- Ln ( P(1),)) .'P( r )
~

(2.8 )

( 2.9 )

with ir(r) which is governed by the local climatic conditions and geographical

features.

The equation ( 2.7 ) satisfies the properties of cumulative probability distribution

function, thereby a more accurate prediction of rain rate cumulative distribution.

A particular case of the equation ( 2.7 ) is obtained for ~ = Ro.Dl and p = 0.01 %:
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Rain Rate and Attenuation due to the rain on earth-space satellite link for tropical regions

P(R~) =(Ro.ol +l)b
, + 1

exp [( u(ROoOI -,» -Ln( 10 4)]

with

b =( , -Roo 01 ) ·Ln(l + _'_)

Roo 01 Roo 01

( 2.10 )

( 2.11 )

Moupfouma [27] analyzed rainfall rate data from the CCIR data base, Malaysia,
Brazil and Cameroon in order to find relation for i'(r) with ~ = Ro.Ol exceeded during
0.01 % of time. The analysis leads to the following relationship for i'(r) in tropical zones:

-A'( -'-)~
'I'( r ) =e Roo 01

with A and ~ as positive constants.

( 2.12 )

Moupfouma also proposes the following value of the constants, A and ~ for tropical
zones including the equatorial([27]):

For inland localities

For sea border localities :

A = 1.066 and ~ = 0.214

A = 0.536 and ~ = 0.483

This model of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution suits the recommendations of
CCIR for the prediction of attenuation due to the rainfall used in the design of satellite
systems. The CCIR recommends that the rainfall rate, Ro.OI exceeded during 0.01 % of the

time should be known with a suitable mathematical model for the tail of the rainfall rate
distribution. This models is compared with measurement data in chapter four of this report.

2.2.3 Evaluation of instantaneous rain rate cumulative distribution for a location

The process for the evaluation of the above model for the prediction of the whole rain

cumulative distribution from available rain rate RooOI (mm/h) exceeded during 0.01 % of time

and the CCIR hydrometeorological zones is introduced in the following steps:
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Rainfall Rate in Tropical Regions

1. To evaluate u for the CCIR climatic zones

2. To substitute u in the equation 2.10

3. To choose Ro.Ol% (mm/h) from CCIR data or experimental data

Example:

Location

CCIR climatic zone

Ro.Ol% [mm/h]
A = 1.066 and

Indonesia
p

140 ([10])

C; = 0.214

The table 2.2 gives the predicted rainfall rate cumulative distribution by the
Moupfouma model and the rainfall rate cumulative distribution which is recommended by

CCIR for Surabaya-Indonesia. Figure 2.3 shows the estimated rainfall rate cumulative
distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia.

Exceeding Rain Rate Rp Percentage of Time Percentage of Time

[mm/h] p[%] (CCIR) p[%]

(Eq.2.10)

250 lE-3 7.0E-4

200 3E-3 2.5E-3

145 lE-2 8.9E-3

105 3E-2 2.2E-2

65 lE-1 6.3E-2

34 3E-l 1.9E-1

12 1E-o 7.4E-l

TABLE 2.2 Estimated Rainfall Rate Cumulative Distribution for Surabaya

Indonesia with data from CCIR climatic zone P
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2.2.4 The slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution.

The slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distributiun have been analyzed by

Moupfouma ([29[) with data of rainfall rate from several regions of the world. This analysis

gives a relation,S, which governs the slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distrihution by:

( 2.13 )

Where A and n are constants.

THE MOUPFOUMA MODEL· RAINFALL RATE CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION
10° ~ ----'-"--""------'-"----~----.-----,-,,-----,-,,---,------,-,,---=

10.1

~
c:
u
E
!= 10.2.....
°c
u
~
u
"-

10.3

10-4~----~----'-- --'-- -'- --J

o 50 100 150 200 250

Exceeding Rainfall Rate R[mm/h)

FIGURE 2.3 Estimated percentage of time during which the rain rate R is

exceeded for Surabaya-Indonesia.

Table 2.3 gives the value of A and n that have been estimated by Moupfouma ([29])

for CCIR climatic zones: L, M, N and P which correspond to locations between 0° and 30°

latitude

L M N P

A 0.05 0.05 0.033 0.035

Q 0.22 0.09 0.06 0.1

TABLE 2.3 Values of A and n according to CCIR climatic zones; L, M, N and P ([29])
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The slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution is also governed by u, equation
2.9. in the model of rainfall rate cumulative distribution that is proposed by Moupfouma. The
parameter u(r) for the rainfall rate exceeded 0.01 % of time is given by:

L (104) _A{_r_)c
U (r) = neRo. 01

Ro.Ol
(2. 14)

with A and rthat depend on climatic conditions and geographical features.

Therefore, the slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution is depending on the
local climatic conditions and geographical features. In the chapter four of this report the S(r)
and u(r) which govern the slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution u are calculated
for Surabaya-Indonesia.

2.3 Rainfall Rate Measurements

The description of tipping-bucket raingauge and its systematic errors during the rain
rate measurements, the effects of integration time in processing of rainfall rate and a
algorithm for the processing of rainfall rate with integration time of 1 minute are introduced

in the following sections.

2.3.1 Rainmeter in tropical regions

Rainfall rate measurements by means of a raingauge allow the instantaneous local
rainfall rate to be determined. Therefore, the rainfall rate cumulative distribution is
measured. The fast raingauges as rain meters are used in tropical areas because high rainfall
rates must be measured.

One of the fast raingauges is the tipping-bucket (or tilting bucket) raingauge, figure

2.4. A light and small bucket which is divided into two compartments is balanced. When one

compartment is filled with rain, it tips over and gives an electric or mechanic pulse before

emptying. The another compartment takes over. This process is strongly related to the drop

counter type. The bucket-volumes are counted. This count-process reduces the minimum
detectable rainfall amount, but increases the measurement range for high rainfall rates.
Common used bucket-sizes are 0.1 inch and 0.1 mm. The measurement-range of the tipping

bucket raingauge exceeded ranges of other types. In general bucket-sizes and mechanical

construction result in an accuracy of few percents.
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In general a bucket raingauge gives the following systematic errors during the rainfall

rate measurements:

Wetting of internal walls, collector walls and emptying remainder

Evaporation

Splashing in/out
Wind deformation around raingauge

Extra -no counted- filling of bucket while tipping

______ 1 compartment

ground

FIGURE 2.4 Tipping bucket raingauge

The most important systematic error introduced by a tipping bucket raingauge is the

extra-filling of the bucket while emptying during heavy rainfall. The other systematic errors

are only important during light rainfall.

For the tropical propagation experiment in Surabaya (Indonesia) the tipping-bucket

raingauge was selected ( see specifications on section 4.1.2 ).

2.3.2 Integration time in processing of rainfall rate

To understand the effects of integration time on rain rate, consider the diagram of

figure 2.5 representing the time-varying model of the rainfall.
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Where: x
Y

R

Number of tips x 0.1 [mm]

Time

Rainfall rate

Rainfall Rate in Tropical Regions

x, Y and R are variables.

The values maximum and minimum for Rare:

Rmax = X( for maximum number of pulses) I Ymin

Rutin = X(for minimum number of pulses) I Ymax

Rmin is zero when the number of pulses is zero for determined Y.

X/Y

FIGURE 2.5 Time-varying model of the rainfall

R has different values depending on the integration time. If the integration time is Tt ,

R can be equal to Zt but if integration time is T2 , R can be equal to 'Zz. Therefore, constant

integration time means that:

if Y = Tt then P(R) = P(Zt)

and

if Y = T2 then peR) = P(~)

with peR), probability of point rainfall rate.
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Thus, the probability of point rainfall rate depends on the integration time.

The effect of integration time on point rainfall rate was studied with data from Nigeria
([1], [3]). The power-law between the rain rates of different integration times was found. It

is given by:

Where: R
T

T
R,.
RT

bI\ =aR T

is the point rain rate

is the integration time at which the rain rate is required
is the integration time at which the rain rate is available.
is the rain rate with integration time T.

is the equiprobable rain rate with integration time T.

( 2.15 )

Ajayi ([3]) gives the coefficients a and b for the required rain rate for 1 minute and
different integration time at which the rain rate is available. The table 2.4 shows the values

of coefficients a and b for required integration time of 1 minute (60 seconds).

T = 60 seconds

T(seconds) a b

1 --- ----

60 1.000 1.000

120 0.872 1.055

300 0.991 1.098

600 1.797 1.016

1200 4.311 0.853

3600 -- ---

TABLE 2.5 Coefficients for ~S« = aRT
b (See also [3])

2.3.4 Algorithms for the processing of rain-data

The computer of the data acquisition system (see section 4.1.2 and [31], [8], [16])
receives a pulse and the time of that pulse when a bucket of the raingauge is filled and tips,
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otherwise the computer recordes zero. The status channel contains the time when the pulse
or zero were recorded on the computer.

CCIR-Report 563-4 Radiometeorological Data ([to]) recommends integration time

over several tips when high rainfall rates are expected and the consideration of time between
pulses when low or medium rainfall rates are expected in order to obtain precise operation
of gauge and recording system.

There are two algorithm for the processing of rainfall rate in this report. The first one
is called variable integration time which is estimating the rainfall rate from the time between
pulses. It was used for analysis of rain-data in Project INTELSAT-770B ([8]). The second
one is called 1 minute integration time relating the number of pulses per minute with the

rainfall rate. The first one is described in chapter four and in reference ([8]) and the second
one in this section.

The second algorithm counts the number of pulses or tips per minute. The number
of pulses defines the rainfall rate based on the rain meter calibration curve. The rainfall rate
is the average value per minute.

There are 60 pulses per minute maximum because the data were recorded at the

maximum rate of 1 sample per second during the event mode.

The Rain meter calibration curve (see section 4.1.2) gives the number of pulses per
minute in the vertical axis and the rainfall rate in mm/h in the horizontal axis. The cubic
interpolation is applied to the calibration curve in order to add up the rainfall rate per all

possible number of pulses, as the calibration curve is not linear. The table 2.6 shows the

number of pulses and the rainfall rate.

This algorithm should be represented in a graphic, figure 2.6. The graphic represents

the number of tips as function of the time. There is one minute between to and t). The

number of tips are relative to the beginning of the I-minute integration.

Where: Beginning time
Ending time
Number of tips
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Nlipo

L.- . J
i previous minulei i

10 11

-1 /.
I minute 1

FIGURE 2.6 Graphical representation of pulses during 1 minute.

In the figure 2.6 the number of tips are 8. The rainfall rate is 47.7 mm/h.

2.3.5 The conversion factor for rainfall rate with integration time of T minutes to
equivalent one-minute statistics

The conversion factor for converting data obtained with a gauge having an integration
time of T minutes, to equivalent one-minute statistics ([10]) can be defined as:

where: Rainfall rate obtained with 1 minute integration time

Rainfall rate obtained with T minutes integration time

(2.16)

R1 and RT are the rainfall rates exceeded with equal probability, P, for the two
integration times.

This conversion factor has to be used when rainfall data with different integration time

is available in propagation experiments and it is recommended by CCIR if the integration
time of the rain gauge is different of one minute. It is not used in this report.
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Number of pulses R(mmIb) Number of pulses R(mmIh)

1 5.9 31 201.6

2 11.8 32 208.8

3 17.7 33 216.0

4 23.7 34 223.3

5 29.6 35 230.6

6 35.6 36 237.9

7 41.6 37 245.3

8 47.7 38 252.7

9 53.8 39 260.2

10 60.0 40 267.6

11 66.2 41 275.1

12 72.5 42 282.6

13 78.9 43 290.1

14 85.3 44 297.6

15 91.7 45 305.2

16 98.2 46 312.8

17 HW.8 47 320.3

18 111.4 48 327.9

19 118.1 49 335.6

20 124.8 50 343.2

21 131.6 51 350.9

22 138.4 52 358.5

23 145.2 53 366.2

24 152.1 54 373.8

25 159.1 55 381.5

26 166.1 56 389.2

27 173.1 57 396.9

28 180.2 58 404.6

29 187.3 59 412.3

30 194.4 60 420.0

TABLE 2.6 Numbers of pulses vs. Rainfall rate
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3. Rainfall attenuation in Ku-band satellite systems for
tropical regions

The attenuation due to rain has not been studied for long time in tropical regions. for

that reason, the attenuation is estimated from models of temperate regions or from results of

the first experiments in specific tropical regions. Until now, the models of attenuation use

the effective radio path length concept which is based on the rainfall rate distribution for the
estimation of attenuation due to the rainfall.

In the following sections of this chapter, the concept of the effective radio path

length, the models of attenuation and the similarities and difference between the models for

tropical regions are analyzed.

3.1 The Effective Radio Path Length Concept for attenuation due to
rainfall

The effective radio path length concept adopts the equiprobable relationship between

rainfall intensity and path attenuation along the effective path length. This means the

assumption that the rain structure along the effective path is uniform. In other words, P being

the exceeded probability associated with a rainfall rate~, the equiprobable rain attenuation

Ap is given by:

P (A > A p ) =P (r > Rp )

In the effective radio path concept, the curvature of earth has to be considered for the

calculation of the slant path length when the elevation angle is small. Figure 3.1 and 3.2

show the slant path length and the surface projected path length in function of elevation

angle.

The Slant Path Length in function of 8, figure 3.1, is given by:

L= D
cos 9
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Where: 8

D
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Elevation Angle

Surface Projected Path Length

Where: H

D = H-~
tan (J

O°C Isotherm Height

Height of earth station

Elevation angle

o
( DC iw.hero

rain

L

( 3.2b )

H 8

----------'---'---------_._----
-------=-------~

D

FIGURE 3.1 Slant Path Length for (J ~ 100

The Slant Path Length in function of 8 for figure 3.2 is given by:

L =- (r e +It) sin (J

+ J(,e +f{, ) 2 sin 2 (J + 2 , e ( H - f{,) +H 2 - H/

-29-
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with

tV = sin -1 (L COS 0)
, + He

( 3.3b )

Where: D

H

Surface Projected Path Length
O°C Isotherm Height

Height of earth station

Effective earth's radius = 8500 Ian
Central angle

Elevation angle

~ a'C isotherm

FIGURE 3.2 Slant Path Length L for () < 10°

3.1.1 Rainfall Attenuation using the effective radio path length concept

The attenuation due to the rain using the effective radio path length concept is given

by:
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Where: Specific Attenuation [dB/Ian]
Effective Path Length [Ian]
Correction factor

Rainfall Attenuation ill Tropical RegiollS

There are three concept of the specific attenuation using in the models of attenuation
for tropical regions. The specific attenuation recommended by ITU-R ([11]). It is used in
some models. The specific attenuation proposed by Ajayi ([2]). And the specific attenuation
proposed by Moupfouma ([28]). It is a function of the elevation angle.

There are two concepts of the effective path length using in the models for tropical
regions. The effective path length recommended by ITU-R ([10]) and it is used by the most

of the models. It is a function of the rain height, the height of the earth station and the

elevation angle. And the effective path length proposed by Ajayi ([2]). It is a function of the
rainfall rate, the O°C isotherm height, the latitude of earth station and the elevation angle.

The correction factor considers that the rainfall rate distribution is not uniform along
the slant path. It is a function of surface projected path length and rainfall rate.

3.2 The specific attenuation for tropical regions

The use of the elevation angle in one of the concepts of specific attenuation make the

difference among all of them. Therefore, the concepts can be divided into two groups. The
specific attenuation depending on the frequency used, polarization and rainfall characteristics

and the specific attenuation depending on the frequency used, signal polarization, rainfall
characteristics and elevation angle of the propagation path.

3.2.1 Specific attenuation depending on the frequency, polarization and rainfall
characteristics.

The specific attenuation recommended by ITU-R and proposed by Ajayi are in this

group. It is approximated by a power law as ([2], [10]):

[dB/ km]
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Where: a and b are dependent on frequency, polarization and the raindrop
characteristics.

The raindrop size distribution in the structure of rainfall is the main difference

between the two models of specific attenuation. Log-normal distribution is used by Ajayi
([1]) and the Laws and Parsons distribution is adopted by ITU-R ([11]).

The structure of rainfall used for the calculation of a and b has the following

characteristics:

Log-normal Raindrop Size Distribution or the Laws and Parsons raindrop-size
distribution

Terminal velocity of raindrops [Gunn and Kinzer]

Index of refraction of water at 20°C

Spheroidal drops [Fedi and Maggiori] based on regression for the range 1 to
150 [mm/h]

Ajayi ([2]) calculated the coefficients a and b for vertical and horizontal polarization
at frequencies between 1 and 400 GHz and ITU-R adopted the coefficients which are
computed by Maggiori ([25]) at the same range of frequency.

Ajayi and Maggiori give the coefficients a and b for 10, 12, 15 and 20 GHz. The

values of the coefficients for frequencies in the range from 10 to 20 GHz are calculated by

cubic interpolation. Appendix-A includes routines for the calculation of a and b for other

frequencies. Therefore, the values of the coefficients for estimating of specific attenuation

in tropical regions are given in table 3.1.

3.2.2 Specific attenuation depending on frequency, signal polarization, rainfaU
characteristics and elevation angle of the propagation path

The specific attenuation which is proposed by F. Moupfouma, L. Martin and N.
Spanjaard [28] is in this group. It is mainly a function of the elevation angle of the

propagation path and the following characteristics of the rainfall ([28]):
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a b

FREQUENCY

(GHz)

VERTICAL HORIZONTAL VERTICAL HORIZONTAL

10 .0092 (.0089) .0106 (.0101) 1.2420 (1.2640) 1.2520 (1.2760)

II .0132 (.0126) .0151 (.0142) 1.2187 (1.2311) 1.2279 (1.2454)

12 .0177 (.0168) .0202 (.0188) 1.1950 (1.2000) 1.2040 (1.2170)

13 .0231 (.0217) .0260 (.0241) 1.1708 (l.l723) 1.1805 (l.l923)

14 .0292 (.0273) .0327 (.0301) 1.1473 (1.l484) l.l584 (1.l715)

15 .0360 (.0335) .0401 (.0367) 1.1260 (l.l280) 1.1390 (1.1540)

16 .0432 (.0401) .0479 (.0438) 1.1079 (1.1111) 1.1231 (1.1394)
17 .0508 (.0471) .0561 (.0513) 1.0926 (1.0971) 1.l104 (1.l273)

18 .0586 (.0543) .0645 (.0591) 1.0796 (1.0852) 1.1000 (1.1169)

19 .0666 (.0616) .0732 (.0670) 1.0679 (l ;0747) 1.0911 (1.1076)

20 .0747 (.0691) .0820 (.0751) 1.0570 (1.0650) 1.0830 (1.0990)

TABLE 3.1 Coefficients a and b for estimating specific attenuation using

the tropical raindrop-size distribution. ( ) ITU-R.

Forward-scattering amplitudes for oblate spheroidal raindrops and a log

normal distribution for the raindrop size.

The complex refractive index of water corresponding to a wavelength of the

propagated signal. And at 20°C.

For any elevation angle (), the specific attenuation on slant path polarized vertically or

horizontally is defined as ([28]):

f v, H ( 0) =i [( 1 -cos 20) f ( 90 ° ) ]+

i[(l+cos 20) fV,H(OO)]

Where: r v H«(}).
H

V
()

r(900)

Specific attenuation [dB/km]

Horizontal Polarization

Vertical Polarization

Elevation angle [Deg]

Specific Attenuation at 90°
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r(oO) Specific Attenuation at 0°

r (0°) 2 606 10
7

1JV,H
N

T
V,H =. of (GHz) ° 2f3 V,H •

exp [13v,HJL +(13~ur]

( 3.7 )

( 3.8 )

( 3.9 )

with data obtained at tropical stations the values of NT' 1-' and (J have been calculated for the
log-normal dropsize distribution function [1]. They are given by:

NT = 108 RO.363

J.L =-0.195 +0. 199 LnR

a =\"0. 137 +0. 013 LnR

Where R is the rainfall rate exceeded for p percent of time.

( 3.10 )

( 3.11 )

The log-normal model for the raindrop size distribution is described in section 2.1.1
of this report.

The values of flo' flV,H' Po and PV,H are dependent on frequency [28], and they are
defined:

For 4 < f [GHz] < 30

{3 488 ~v..· - f o[ GHz]

{3 505 ~
H"· - f o[ GHz]
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with fo = 20 GHz

For 4 < f [GHz] < 30

{3 5~
0" - f d GHz]

with f, = 22.6 GHz

For 4 < f [GHz] < 30

15 6 94. 1
1Iv = - . + A[ em ]

159 . 6
1IH=-24.85 + A[em]

11 = -38. 15 + 205. 3
o A[ em ]

( 3.13 )

( 3.14 )

The specific attenuation rc for the circular polarization is given by [35]:

r "~ It· r~
c 2

3.3 The effective path length for tropical regions

( 3.15 )

The two concepts of effective path length used in tropical regions are mainly a

function of the rain height. Therefore, the height of the rain is analyzed before the concepts

of effective path in this section.

3.3.1 The O°C Isotherm Height and the rain height

The O°C Isotherm Height is the function of the latitude of the station. The O°C

Isotherm Height above sea level in rain recommended by ITU-R ([10]) and used in most

models of attenuation is given by:
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[ km] 0 0
~ <I> <

- O. 075 (<I> - 36 ) [ km] ( 3.16 )

Where: Latitude of the earth station [degrees]

The true height of the rain in tropical regions is investigated. However the rain height
recommended by ITU-R ([IOD is:

+ O. 028 <I> [ Ian]

- O. 075 (<I> - 36) [ km] ( 3.17 )

Where: Latitude of the earth station [degrees]

There is a modification to the rain height for latitudes lower than 36 0
• It is proposed

by Juy ([24]). Therefore, the rain height is given by:

[ Ian]

+ O. 0625 (<1>- 20) [ km]

- o. 075 (<I> - 36 ) [ Ian]

20 0 ~ <I> ( 3.18 )

Where: Latitude of the earth station [degrees]

3.3.2 Effective path length depending on the height of rain

The effective path length as a function of the rain height is given by:

Left = ( 3.19 )
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Where: The Rain Height

Height of earth station

Elevation angle
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3.3.3 The effective path length depending on O°C isotherm height and the rain rate

Ajayi proposes the effective path length ([2]) as a function of vertical and horizontal

reduction factors and elevation angle in tropical regions. Therefore, Ajayi includes the non

uniform distribution of rain is the calculation of the effective path length.

The proposed horizontal reduction factor [2], rho.ol for 0.01 % of the time can be

calculated as:

1rh o. 01 = --""7"""":-:-:----....,......,..-
1 +DO.OO2 (R ) 1.01

0.01
( 3.20 )

Where: D

Ro.01
Surface Projected Path Length [kIn]

Point Rainfall Rate for the location for 0.01 % of an average

year [mm/h]

The proposed vertical reduction factor [2], rvo.oh for 0.01 % of the time can be

calculated as:

Where:

TV 0.01

H
4J

1

1 + ( H )
5 + D. 4 4>1. 5

DOC Isotherm Height

Latitude of the earth station

( 3.21 )

Ajayi defines a relation between reduction factor [2]. This relation is given by:

~ =arctan (
H TV 0.01 )

D rh 0.01
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Where: D

H

rho.ol

rvO.OI

Horizontal Projection of the slant path

Height of the O°C isotherm in rain

Horizontal Reduction Factor
Vertical Reduction Factor

Ajayi compares ~ and elevation angle ein order to estimate the effective path length.
Therefore, the expressions proposed by Ajayi for the effective path length are given by:

Left

Where:

Drh 0.01
=---:::C;-os~8=-=-

Hrv 0.01

sin 8

D

H

rho.OJ

rvO.OI

()

~ >8

Horizontal Projection of the slant path

Height of the O°C isotherm in rain

Horizontal Reduction Factor
Vertical Reduction Factor
Elevation Angle

( 3.23a )

( 3.23b )

Figure 3.3 and 3.4 show the effective path length proposed by Ajayi.

3.4 The correction factor for the estimation of attenuation due to the.rain

The non uniform distribution of the rainfall along the effective path length is

represented by the correction factor. Therefore, the correction factor is mainly a function of
the rainfall rate distribution.

The correction factor recommended by ITU-R [12] is given by:
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1r

( 3.24 )

Where:

Lo = 35 exp ( -0. 015 Ro. 010/)

D Surface Projected Path Length

Ro.ot% Rain Rate exceeded for 0.01 % of time

H

H· r v...

~-----------D -----...,

FIGURE 3.3 Slant-path geometry for ~ > (J

3.5 Models of rainfall attenuation in Tropical regions for Satellite
Communications in Ku-band

The Attenuation due to the rainfall is estimated by several models. However, the
obtained results are completely different in some cases. The models use the effective radio

path concept for the estimation of attenuation. The following sections of this chapter analyze

the models that are proposed by Crane, Moupfouma, Ajayi, Juy and Matricciani for tropical

regiOns.
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3.5.1 The Crane Model

Crane presents a model ([13]) which is developed using observations of the statistics
of rain rate, the horizontal structure of rainfall and the vertical temperature structure of the

atmosphere. None of the model constants are obtained from attenuation measurements.

H

H.rv..,

(J

------------ D -------..~

FIGURE 3.4 Slant-path geometry for ~ < (J

The Crane model estimates the surface rain rate, the surface projected path length,

O°C isotherm height and the surface projected attenuation. After that, the attenuation is
calculated for the slant path.

I. Surface Point Rain Rate

Observations of the statistics of point rain rate from meteorological services of

tropical areas were used in order to define the climate region boundaries. Crane uses these

boundaries in order to define eight rain rate climate regions([13]). Figure 3.5 shows the rain

rate climate regions.
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FIGURE 3.5 Rain rate climate regions.

The regions or E, F, G, and H rain climate regions defined by Crane are used in the

model for tropical regions. The rain rate distribution is given in the Table 3.2 for these

regions.

RAIN CLIMATE REGIONS

Percent

of Year E F G H

0.001 164 66 129 251
0.002 144 51 109 220
0.005 117 34 85 178
0.01 98 23 67 147
0.02 77 14 51 115
0.05 52 8 33 77
0.1 35 5.5 22 51
0.2 21 3.2 14 31
0.5 7 8.5 1.2 7
1.0 4 .8 3.7 6.4
2.0 2 .4 1.6 2.8
5.0 0 0.0 1.8 1.2

TABLE 3.2 Point Rain Rate (Rp) Distribution values (mm/h) versus percent of

year rain rate exceeded ([13])

2. Surface Projected Path Length D

The Surface Projected Path Length is estimated in function of elevation angle, 8.
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Equations ( 3.2b ) and ( 3.3b ) calculate the surface projected path.

3. The ooe isotherm height

The ooe isotherm height in the Crane model ([13) is a function of the latitude and the

percentage of time at which the attenuation exceeded. It is given in figure 3.6

7 r---r------, -.....,.----,--,--.----,--,-

6 .

r ~ 0 001<::;

0.01%

E
Q;

Jr.
'0
~

~) 2
0

E 51..-----
:'S

1%L--_.l.-_''-'--L--L--........! .1._

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 71l 00 !Ill

Lalihrde (OP-g)

FIGURE 3.6 ooe isotherm height for use in estimating the depth of the

attenuation ([ 13]).

By interpolation of the curves in figure 3.6, the ooe isotherm height is estimated for

latitudes of 0°, 10°, 20°, 25 ° and 30°. Table 3.3 shows the ooe isotherm height obtained

by cubic interpolation. See appendix-E for cubic interpolation.

P% o· 10· 20· 25" 30·

0.01 5.10 5.2 5.2 5 4.75

0.D2 5.03 5.11 5.06 4.87 4.60

0.05 4.96 4.99 4.88 4.71 4.40

0.10 4.84 4.90 4.75 4.60 4.25

0.20 5.79 4.81 4.64 4.49 4.10

o.so 4.76 4.69 4.50 4.36 3.90

1.00 4.70 4.60 4.40 4.25 3.75

TABLE 3.3 The ooe isotherm height is estimated for latitudes of 0°, 10°, 20°,

25° and 30°
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If the surface projected path length, D is greater than 22.5 lan, Crane modifies the
probability of occurrence for subsequent calculations. This modification is given by ([13]):

Where:

D
p' = ....!!...p

D

Probability of occurrence
22.5 km
Surface Projected Path Length

( 3.25 )

p' defines Rp' which must be used for the calculation of surface projected attenuation. ~'
substituted for Rp in the model.

4. The surface projected attenuation

Crane defines the surface projected attenuation as ([13]):

_ f3 [ e uf3d - 1
A(Rp ' D) - aRp uf3

_ b f3 e e f3d + b f3 e e f3D]

cf3 cf3
d sDsDo

( 3.26 )

- f3 [e ufW - 1 1A(Rp ' D) - aRp uf3

Where:

a =4. 21 ·10 -s f 2.42

f3 = 1. 41 f -0.0779

u = Ln[ be edt
d

D<d

D = 0 «(J = 90 0 )
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b =2. 3 R
p

-0.17

c =O. 026 - O. 03 LnRp

d =3.8 -0. 6 LnRp

H O°C isotherm height

~ Rain Rate exceeded for p percentage of time

f Frequency

5. Attenuation along a slant path

Crane estimates the attenuation along a slant path ([13]) as:

A = LA(Rp ' D)
S D

( 3.32 )

( 3.33 )

(3.34 )

( 3.35 )

Where: L

A(~,D)

D

Slant Path Length gives in (3. 13a) or (3. 14a)
Surface Projected Attenuation

Surface Projected Effective Path Length

3.5.2 The Ajayi Model

The Ajayi model includes the vertical and horizontal reduction factors in order to
estimate the effective path length in the calculation of attenuation due to the rain with the

effective radio path concept. This method predicts the attenuation exceeded for 0.01 % of the
time, and then for other time percentages between 0.001 and 1 % of an average year. Figure
3.7 shows a slant-path geometry for the prediction model with vertical and horizontal
variations.
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The calculation of attenuation consists of two steps. The first one is to predict the
attenuation exceeded for 0.01 % of the time and the other is to predict the attenuation
exceeded for other time percentages between 0.001 and 1% of an average year.

D

FIGURE 3.7 Slant-path for the Ajayi model

In the first step, the attenuation is estimated by specific attenuation and effective path

length proposed by Ajayi, equations (3.5) and (3.23), and by the correction factor
recommended by ITU-R, equation (3.24). The estimated attenuation exceeded for 0.01 % is
given by:

( 3.36 )

Where: Specific Attenuation. Equation ( 3.1 )

Correction factor

Effective Path Length

In the second step, the attenuation exceeded for 0.01 % of the time is used to estimate

the total attenuation for an average year in the range 0.001 % to 1.0%. Ajayi estimates this
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attenuation with the expression recommended by ITU-R ([12]). This expression is given by:

~ =0. 12p -(0.546 +0.043 Log p)

Ao.Ol

Where: p Percentage of time for which the estimated attenuation exceeded.

3.5.3 The Moupfouma Model

Moupfouma estimates the attenuation due to the rain ([26]) with the effective path
length concept which is given by the specific attenuation depending on elevation angle,
equation ( 3.6 ), slant path length as effective path length and correction factor for 0.01 %

of time given by:

1
r M = -::"1-+-0:::-.--:O::-C4=5-n=- ( 3.38 )

Where: D Surface Projected Path length. Equations ( 3.2b ) or ( 3.3b )

Therefore, rM is equivalent to correction factor recommended by ITU-R, equation

( 3.24 ) when

1r =0.045
o

The attenuation exceeded for 0.01 % of time percentage is calculated as:

( 3.39 )

( 3.40 )

Where Specific attenuation [dB/Ian]. ( 3.6 )

Correction Factor

Slant Path. Equation ( 3.2a ) or ( 3.3a )
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The attenuation for an average year in the range 0.001 % to 1.0% is calculated by

( 3.37 ) recommended by ITU-R.

3.5.4 The Juy Model

Juy estimates the attenuation ([24]) with the effective radio path length concept which

is given by the specific attenuation recommended by ITU-R ([11]) calculated for rainfall rate
exceeded for 0.1 % of time, effective path length calculated with the rain height given by
equation ( 3.18 ) given by:

1
r J = --::-1-+----:o~.---;0:-:::6=5-D=- ( 3.40 )

Where: D Surface Projected Effective Path Length with rain height given by
(3.18 )

Then, attenuation exceeded for 0.1 percentage of time is given by:

( 3.41 )

Where Specific attenuation [dB/kIn]. ( 3.5 )

Effective path Length. Equation ( 3.19 )

Correction Factor

And the attenuation exceeded during p percentage of time is given by:

~ =0. 23p -(O.9+0.31Log p ..O.047 Log 2 p)

~.1
( 3.42 )

Where: p Percentage of time for which the estimated attenuation exceeded.
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3.5.5 The Matricciani Model

Matricciani presents a prediction model of attenuation due to the rain in slant paths
([6]) which models the precipitation with two layers of constant vertical rainfall rate. The

first layer is above the ground and the second layer is the melting layer. The theoretical
relationship between the rain rate in the first layer and in the second layer is showed in this
report. The model assumes a log-normal probability distribution for the rain rate in the two
layers. The standard deviation is the same for both distributions, but the median of the

distribution in the second layer is 3.134 times the median in the first layer.

Matricciani assumes that as the rain rate distribution is well approximated by the log
normal distribution with correlation function determined from radar measurements ([6]). And

the joint distribution between rain rates in the two layers is also log-normal. With these
assumptions the rain rate statistical process is completely defined.

Matricciani also assumes that the path attenuation is log-normal. Therefore, its

average and its standard deviation are calculated ([6]).

The representation of rainfall as two layers has to follow the following conditions in
order to estimate the median and standard deviation of the log-normal distribution of the

exceeding attenuation:

• The first layer, A, is known, that means the rain rate cumulative distribution as log
normal has to be known for layer A.

• The second layer( melting layer), B is 0.4 km below the O°C height ([6]).

• The effective height of the rain in layer A, for every latitude, is given by ([6]):

1f.4=~- h

Where:

[ Ian]

0.4 km

The O°C isotherm height [km] gives in ( 3.16 )

( 3.43 )

• The temperature of all melting particles (layer B) is assumed to be O°C and the

temperature of all the raindrops (layer A) is assumed to be 20°C
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• The specific attenuation of the layer B has the following characteristics:

The mass of the hydrometeor remains fixed during melting
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the raindrops in layer A and
the melting particles in layer B. This implies that the size distribution of the
melting particles is the same as that of the resulting rain
The precipitation rate of the melted particles is the same in both layers
The specific attenuation of layer B is calculated as if it were produced by

raindrops with the same volume of the melting particles

The median and standard deviation of the attenuation are calculated in the following
steps:

• Mean and standard deviation for the rain-rate distribution in the layer A

To find J.1.R and O'R' Matricciani defines and determines the probability Po to be
the probability that rain will fall at the point where the rain-rate R is measured. Po

is defined when the rain-rate R is greater than 0.2 - 0.25 mm/h. So Po ranges from

less than 1% of a year for a dry region to 10% of a year for a wet region ([37]).
Therefore, Po should be constant for every site considered. Po equal to 0.06 (6 % of
the time in a year) is assumed for Indonesia ([8], [24]).

Matricciani ([6]) suggests that if the rain-rate known is based on the total time
of observation, Le. including the non rainy periods, it must be normalized to the
probability of rain, according to:

Where: P(R)

( 3.44 )

Rain-rate probability distribution is based on the total
time of observation

0.06 for Surabaya-Indonesia. Rain-rate Probability

distribution is assumed 6% of the time, in a year

flR and O'R of the distribution Pc(R) are determined by a regression line between
the Gaussian standard variable X (independent variable, calculated for each Pc(R) by

inverting the Gauss integral) and Y = In(R).
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As In(R) = uRX +f'R' the slope of the line found by regression gives URand
the intercept between this line and vertical axis (Y) gives f'R'

• The rain-rate correlation function along a slant path

Matricciani uses radar measurements along a slant path to find the average
correlation function of the rain-rate along the path. It is given by:

b (x) =exp -[ J3 ( (}) 1'x

Where: 8 Elevation angle
x variable along the path
(3(8) is given by:

f3 ( (J) - 0 46 cos «(J )
-. (cos (32 0

)

( 3.45 )

( 3.46 )

(3.47)

• Moments and correlation function of the specific attenuation along a slant-path

Because the rain-rate joint distribution is log-normal, the joint distribution of

the specific attenuation between layers A and B is also log-normal. The specific
attenuation is a power-law of rain rate, r = kR".

Matricciani defines moments and correlation function of the specific

attenuation (See appendix B in [6]). The n-th moment is given by:

V( n) =k n exp ( (naaJJ ~ + 2naJLR )

Where: k

n

Constant defined in ( 3.49 )
Constant defined in ( 3.50 )
n-th moment
Standard deviation of rain-rate distribution

Mean value of rain-rate distribution
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The rain attenuation correlation function is given by:

( 3.48 )

( 3.49 )

Having assumed that the particles of layer A are all at 20°C and that the

particles of layer B are all a~ O°C, numerical values of k and G: recommended by

ITU-R ([11], [25]) can be used in this model.

Because of the artificial discontinuity in the temperature of the two layers,
there is also a discontinuity in the values of k and G:, that is in the specific
attenuation. Matricciani showed that this discontinuity produces differences in the

specific attenuation that are not significant.

Matricciani uses, as reference, the numerical values of k and G:, calculated

assuming the Laws and Parson raindrop size distribution for rain temperature of 20°C

and O°C. The equations give for ITU-R ([11]) for k and G: are used. They are:

K = [KH+Kv +( KH-Kv) ·cos 28 ·cos 27"] / 2

a = [KJlXH+ Kvav+

(KJlXH-Kvav) ·COS 28 ·cos 27"] / 2K
( 3. 50 )

Where: T

()

H

V

tilt Angle

Elevation angle

Horizontal Polarization
Vertical Polarization

Values of kH, kv , G:H and G:v for O°C and 20°C are calculated by Maggiori

([25]). They are interpolated for frequencies between 10 and 20 GHz in order to use
in this report. The table 3.4 shows the calculated values.

• Mean p. and standard deviation a of the path attenuation function

As the process in each layer is isotropic and homogeneous, the path

attenuation in decibels, is given by:
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[ dB]
( 3.51 )

Where: The moments VA,B(l) are calculated using the appropriate J.1.R'

k and ex of the two layers.

The rain paths LA,B are given by ( 3.13a ) with D = LA,B

L =~-~ [Ian]
A sin (}

( 3.52 )

Where:

and

= HB - h [Km]

The altitude above sea level of the earth station.
= 0.4 [Km]

L =HB-~ [Ian]
B sin (}

Where:

( 3.53 )

is defined by ( 3.23 )
Elevation angle

Using the correlation function, the variance of the attenuation is given by ([6]):

with

[ dB 2] ( 3.54 )

( 3.55 )

The terms lA' IBand lAB represent the integration of the normalized covariance,
as detailed below in ( 3.56 )-( 3.58).

Defining the quantities:
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lA' IB and lAB are given by:

L;tLA

I A == ffc ( Ix -y I) dxdy ==

a a
a Lj

==~ff(t) (a -t )dt -
pj3 a PA

(3.56)

Where: f(t) = (qe-t+ l)g with g =O:A2, a={jLA and {j is given by ( 3.46 )

LnLB

I A == f rc ( Ix -y I) dxdy
L}A

b-a
2 f (~-L~

== - ! (t ) ( b -a -t ) dt -
pJ32 a PB (3.57)

Where:

L;tLB

lAB == Jfc ( Ix -y I) dxdy
aLA

b =(jLa and g=o:/ in f(t)

a b-a

== 2 1 {j! (t ) tdt +a J! (t ) dt +

13 JPAPB a a

b (L L \L
+ f ! ( t ) (b -t ) dt}- B - 'AI :A

b-a JPApB

( 3.58 )

Where: g
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Numerical values of k and ex for rain temperature of O°C

IX k
FREQUENCY

(GHz) VERTICAL HORIZONTAL VERTICAL HORIZONTAL

OOסס.10 1.1740 1.1940 .0110 .0123
11.0000 1.1609 1.1837 .0146 .0191
12.0000 1.1480 1.1736 .0182 .0253
13.0000 1.1359 1.1640 .0221 .0303
14.0000 1.1248 1.1550 .0264 .0335
15.0000 1.1150 1.1470 .0311 .0343
16.0000 1.1068 1.1400 .0364 .0324
17.0000 1.0999 1.1340 .0421 .0281

18.0000 1.0940 1.1286 .0482 .0220
19.0000 1.0889 1.1237 .0545 .0147
20.0000 1.0840 1.1190 .0610 .0068

Numerical values of k and ex for rain temperature of 20°C

IX k

FREQUENCY
(GHz) VERTICAL HORIZONTAL VERTICAL HORIZONTAL

10.0000 1.2640 1.2760 .0089 .0101

11.0000 1.2311 1.2454 .0126 .0142

12.0000 1.2000 1.2170 .0168 .0188

13.0000 1.1723 1.1923 .0217 .0241

14.0000 1.1484 1.171S .0273 .0301

15.0000 1.1280 1.1540 .0335 .0367

16.0000 LIlli 1.1394 .0401 .0438

17.0000 1.0971 1.1273 .0471 .0513

OOסס.18 1.0852 1. 1169 .0543 .0591

19.0000 1.0747 1.1076 .0616 .0670

OOסס.20 1.0650 1.0990 .0691 .0751

Table 3.4 Constants k and ex for Matricciani model

Once M and 52 are known, the average value and the standard deviation of

the log-normal distribution of the attenuation are given by:

( 3.59 )
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Hence the probability of exceeding attenuation [dB] in the unconditional time
is given by

P(A) =PoQ[ Ln(~) -JL)

P 00

=_0Jexp (-y 2/2)dy
~x

( 3.60 )

Where Q(x) The Gaussian Integral Function,
x (Ln(A)-JL)/U

Therefore, the Matricciani model estimates the attenuation exceeded for p percentage

of time as a log-normal distribution with mean and standard deviation given by equation
( 3.59 ).

3.6 Comparison of Models

The models proposed by Ajayi, Crane, Moupfouma, Iuy and Matricciani are
compared in order to know the similarities and the differences among them. The model

recommended by ITU-R ([12]), the CCIR model, is included for the comparison.

3.6.1 Parameters for the estimation of attenuation

The parameters for the estimation of the attenuation due to the rainfall on earth-space
satellite links in Ku-band for tropical regions are:

• Latitude of the earth station
• The height of the station above mean sea level

• The height of the rain

• Elevation angle of the signal

• Polarization

• Frequency
• Rainfall rate exceeded for 0.01 % of time for the Ajayi and the Moupfouma

models
Rainfall rate exceeded for 0.1 % of time for the Iuy model

Rainfall rate cumulative distribution for the Crane model and the Matricciani

model
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3.6.2 Comparison of attenuation models

• All models except the Crane model using the O°C isotherm height
recommended by ITU-R. This height is constant for latitudes lower than 36°.

It is given by ( 3.16 ) whereas The Crane model using O°C isotherm height
which is variable with percentage of time and latitude, It is given in table 3.3.

• The CCIR, Ajayi, Juy and Matricciani using the concept of rain height,
whereas the Crane and Moupfouma replaced this height with the ooe isotherm
height.

• The Ajayi and the Moupfouma models using their own concepts of
specific attenuation and the effective path length, whereas the Juy model
using the specific attenuation and the effective path length recommended by
ITU-R.

• The Ajayi model using the effective path length as a function of
elevation angle, rainfall rate and height of rain, whereas the other models

using the effective path length as a function of the elevation angle and the
height of rain.

• The Crane and the Matricciani models are not using the correction

factor, whereas the Ajayi, The Moupfouma and Juy are using the correction
factor, equation (3.24).

• The Ajayi, the Moupfouma and the Juy are using the expression
recommended by ITU-R for the correction factor. However the parameter Lo

is different for each models. In the Ajayi model, Lo is calculated with the rain

rate exceeded 0.01 % of time equal to 100 [mm/h] recommended for tropical
regions ([2]). In the Moupfouma and the Juy models, Lo is a value which is

different for each one.

• The Ajayi, the Moupfouma and the CCIR models estimate the
attenuation exceeded for 0.01 % of time, only the Juy model estimates the

attenuation exceeded for 0.1 % of time.
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• The Ajayi, The Moupfouma and the CCIR models estimate the
exceeding attenuation for p percentages of time by ( 3.37 ), whereas the Juy

model estimate by ( 3.42 ). That means the Juy model assumes the additional
term which is the square log of percentage of time in the expression using for

the estimation of the attenuation due to rain in tropical regions.

• The Matricciani model assumes that the spatial power spectrum of rain
rate variations are not a function of climate region or latitude. He also
assumes that at low latitudes rain is mainly of the convective type, even
though regions of melting layers ([6], [37]).

• The Ajayi, the Moupfouma and the Juy estimate the exceeding
attenuation for a one value of rain rate exceeded for p percentage of time then

with a function which is obtained by fitting curve over experimental data, the

exceeding attenuation for other percentages of time is estimated, whereas the

Crane model estimates the surface projected attenuation from rain rate

cumulative distribution, then the exceeding attenuation along the slant path
length is estimated as a function of elevation angle. And the Matricciani model

estimates the mean and standard deviation of th(: attenuation cumulative log
normal distribution from the rain rate cumulative distribution.

The table 3.5 shows a summary of the parameters of the models for the estimation

of the attenuation due to the rain in tropical regions.
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Factor not used
A~ Att. due to The Rain
A( p) Estimated Attenuation
~ Exceeding Rain Rate

c = 0.31 d = 0.047
D Surface Projected Path Lenght
r Correction Factor
r Specific Attenuation

y
a = 0.23 b =0.9

O°C isothenn Height
Rain Height
Slant Path Lenght

MODEU H HR Left r r Ao A(p)
[lan] [lan] [km] [dBlkm]

[dB] [dB]

Art. Ac 0.12P -(0546 ·0.043 Logp)
CCIR. 90 X X Low X CCIR AO.Ot%

AIAY! X X Low X rt AO.Ot%
A

O
O.12p -(0.546 • 0.043 Logp)

MOUP- X .-- High X r2 AO.Ol%
A

O
O.12p -(0.546 .O.043Logp)

FOUMA

Low Art. A
O

ap -(b +cLogp.d(Logp)2)
roY --- est Lowest Highest CCIR AO.l%

Var. 0.015Rpl.l68 A (Rp,D) A owith -. - Highest -. -
CRANE Lat. cosO

• X X High 0.013 Rpl.Z39
MATRI- ~ and a
CCIANI - - . .. - Log normal Distribution

X X High 0.017R)"l71
* Two la ers moeleI X Factor used

I
U1
co
I

Table 3.5 Parameters for the estimation of Attenuation due to rain
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4. Rainfall Rate and Attenuation due to the rainfall for
Surabaya-Indonesia

The knowledge of the rainfall rate and the rainfall attenuation in tropical regions are

essential for the design of communication systems that use the higher frequency bands such

as the Ku-band. For this reason, propagation-measurements were done for a period of three
years by EUT and ITS ([11]) in Surabaya-Indonesia.

In this chapter, the rainfall rate cumulative distribution and attenuation due to the rain

for Surabaya-Indonesia are analysed. It is the analysis of the measurements acurracy of the
rain meter used, the estimation of rain rate cumulative distribution with Moupfouma model

and the comparison of the estimated and measured attenuations.

4.1 Radiowave Propagation Experiment in Surabaya-Indonesia

Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) and The Department of Electrical
Engineering of the Institute of Technology Sepuluh Nopember Surabaya (ITS) conducted a
three-years propagation measurement program during March 1990 until March 1993 in

Surabaya-Indonesia. The measurement parameters were:

Rain intensity

Beacon signal from INTELSAT satellite

The sky noise temperature
The equipment room temperature
The outside temperature

4.1.1 The project in Surabaya-Indonesia

Surabaya, the capital of East Indonesia, is located on the island of Java. It has a rainy

equatorial climate characterised mainly by the wet monsoon (September until March) and the

dry monsoon (March until Septer:nber). Figure 4.1 gives the geographical location of the

earth-station, where simultaneous measurements as signal-attenuation and rain-rate data were

recorded.

The characteristics of the earth station in Surabaya are given in table 4.1.
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SURABAYA - INDONESIA

Coordinates site : TIS'S, 112·44' E
Antenna height : 15 metres above sea level

Rain gauge : Tipping bucket

Rain gauge location : within 50 m. from antenna

Beacon antenna type : prime focus

Diameter : 3.6 m. effective

Satellites : INTELSAT-508

position 180· E

INTELSAT-510

position 174· E

For INTELSAT-508

Antenna

Elevation angle

Azimuth angle

Frequency

: 14·07'15" = 14.121·

: 86°58'23" = 86.973°

: 11.198 GHz

For INTELSAT-51O

Antenna

Elevation angle : 20°20'34" = 20.343°

Azimuth angle : 86·02'31" = 86.042·

Frequency : 11.452 GHz

TABLE 4.1 Data for Surabaya Earth Station ([8])

The mean values of the meteorological parameters ([8]) at the earth surface in

Surabaya are :

mean air pressure

mean temperature

mean water vapour pressure
mean surface refractivity

Ps= 1011.0 mbar

Ts=26.4°C
es=27.7 mbar

Ns=377.4

The rainfall rate exceeded in Surabaya for 0.01 %of an average year is 145 mm/hour

with a maximum recorded rain of 253 mm/hour ([8]) .

The average yearly rainfall accumulation is 1500 mm ([8]).
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The meteorological parameters and the rainfall rate in Surabaya are characteristic of

tropical regions.

-_•• ... icro..·.vt! I i"ka

fl..

FIGURE 4.1 Map of Indonesia

4.1.2 The data acquisition system of rainfall rate and beacon aUenuation in Surabaya
Indonesia

A general data acquisition system, which pre-filters 8 analog channels and converts

the analog data to 12-bit digital data was installed in Surabaya-Indonesia. The digital signal

were collected by an IBM PC-XT computer at a sample rate of 40 Hz. The computer stores

the data on 720 Kbyts diskettes at a rate of 1 sample per second during the event mode and

1 sample per 10 seconds during no event mode. Figure 4.2 shows the general data acquisition

system used in Surabaya-Indonesia.

The data acquisition system collected a independent signal from the rain meter, that

means the pulse of the tipping bucket was directly collected by an IBM PC-XT computer

through the interruption input of the 8086 microprocessor. Each time a bucket of the rain

gauge was filled and tipped, the computer received a pulse and the time of that pulse was

recorded in the data acquisition system.
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The rain ~eter were a tipping bucket with a bucket volume of 2 em3 and a collecting

surface of 200 em2
• In table 4.2 rain meter specification are given and in figure 4.3 the rain

meter calibration curve is shown.
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FIGURE 4.2 The data acquisition system in Surabaya Indonesia ([10]).

RAIN METER SPECIFICATION

Manufacturer

Type

Orifice

Bucket volume

Minimum rain rate

Maximum rain rate

Thies 5.4031.31.000

Tipping bucket

200 cm2

2 cm'

0.1 mm/h

420 mm/h

TABLE 4.2 Rain meter Specification ([8])
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The data acquisition system collected the Ku-band beacon signal from an INTELSAT

508 satellite locate:d in the geostationary orbit at 1800 E longitude until March 1991 and then

from INTELSAT-510 at 1740 E until the ending of the experiment. The beacon frequency
was 11.198 GHz for the INTELSAT-508 signal and 11.452 GHz for the INTELSAT-51O
signal with right-hand circular polarization. The e.i.r.p was 9 dBW in the direction of the
earth station in Surabaya.
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FIGURE 4.3 Rain meter calibration curve ([8])

The 720 Kbyts diskette recorded the data stream accompanied by user edited
information, calibration factors and data dimensions in two files, IDF.DRP and DATA.DRP.

The IDF.DRP file contains the start time of the corresponding data file and also the

channel information as text. Table 4.3 shows a part of IDF.DRP file without processing.

The DATA.DRP file contains data of 8 sampled-data channels, tipping rain bucket

rain gauge channel and status channel. Each sample of a channel was stored in a double

octet.
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The format of DATA.DRP me is as follows:

Double octet

Double octet

1. ..8

9

First sample of the eight AID-converter channels

Tipping rainbucket

(tenths of a second in the current hour)

Double octet 11. .. 18
Double octet 19

Next sample of the eight AID-converter channels
Tipping rainbucket

(tenths of a second in the current hour)

Double octet 20 Status channel

Therefore, one recorded sample consists of nine signal values and a status value in

ten channels of 2 bytes each (integers). The signal values are in the range 0-4095 ([11])

because of the AID converter in the acquisition system.
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BEGIN TIME: 02:22:34 (HH:MM:SS).

BEGIN DATE: 03/06/1991 (DD/MM/YY).

============================================
INTELSAT PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT

ITS SURAIlAYA, INDONI!SIA.

TUB EiNDHOVEN, THE NI!11iERLANDS.

TI!ST CONFIGURATION. (c) PSS

=========================~==================

oDEVICE: PLL BEACON RECEIVER

SIGNAL: COPOLAR ATTENUATION

OFFSET: 30.00 AMPL: -3.33

DIMENSION: DB

DI!TECl10N:TRUE

LEVEL: 1.20 SLOPE: 0.20/IOsEC

1 DEVICE: TEST VOLMETER

SIGNAL: VOLMI!TER

OFFSET: -5.00 AMPL: 1.00

DIMENSION: VOLT

DI!TECl10N: FALSE

5 DI!VlCE: TEMPERAlURI! .

SIGNAL: REF.TEMP RADIOMETER

OFFSET: 315.00 AMPL: -1.00

DIMENSION: KELVIN

DETECl10N: FALSE

6 DEVICE: RECEIVER

SIGNAL: TEST SIGNAL ATTENUATION

OFFSET: 26.67 AMPL: -3.33

DIMENSION: DB

DI!TECl10N: FALSE

7 DEVICE: FREQ TEST SOURCE

SIGNAL: DELTA FREQ

OFFSET: -15.00 AMPL: 3.00

DIMENSION: KHz

DI!TECl10N: FALSE

============================================
8 DEVICE: RAIN GAUOE

SIGNAL: TIPPING BUCKET

OFFSET: 0.00 AMPL: 0.00

DIMENSION:

DETECl10N: FALSE

TABLE 4.3 IDF.DRP File without processing
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4.1.3 The processing of propagation measurements from Surabaya-Indonesia

A general data processing system of the measurements in Surabaya-Indonesia was
executed with "ASYST" programmes which process the cumulative distribution of
propagation measurements. The processing is the inspeccion, correction and conversion of
data.

Inspection: If a signal was unreliable or not at all recorded during a certain period of

time because of clock or power -down, the signal gets the value undefined, -32767,
over that period.

Correction: After this, everywhere in time all signals had a value, defined or
undefined.
Conversion: All signals were converted to "engineering units", except the rain

channel. The original signal value (SV) times an integer power of ten (SVx1O or

SVx100). The undefined value of -32767 was not changed in this conversion. The
rain channel had different conversion.

There are two methods for the conversion of the data-rain to the rainfall rate

cumulative distribution, call variable integration time and 1 minute integration time. The
first, the tenths of a second in the current hour which represent the pulses are coverted to the
rainfall intensity. In this conversion the rainfall intensity is given by the time between
pulses. The second, the number of pulses per minute are counted and converted to the
rainfall intensity.

4.2 Rainfall rate in Surabaya-Indonesia

4.2.1 The estimation of rainfall rate cumulative distribution

The rainfall rate cumulative distribution for Surabaya Indonesia is estimated with the

three year-average rainfall rate exceeded 0.01 % of time measured by EUT with variable
integration time and the values A and r proposed by Moupfouma for tropical regions. The

rainfall rate exceeded during 0.01 % of time is 119.6 mm/h ([8]) and Aand rare the average

values proposed for inland and sea border localities because Surabaya is island. They are

A=0.801 and r=0.3485 ( see section 2.2 ).

The estimated rainfall rate cumulative distribution is calculated by equation ( 2.10 ).
The results of the calculation of rainfall rate cumulative distribution are given in table 4.5.
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The measured rainfall rate cumulative distribution {[8]) is included in this table.

The figure 4.4 shows the estimated rainfall rate cumulative distribution with
Moupfouma model and the measured rainfall rate cumulative distribution during April 1991 

March 1992 for Surabaya-Indonesia.

Rainfall Rate Percentage of time Percentage of time

[mm/h) [ % ) [ % )

A=0.801 (=0.3485

OOסס.5 .7222 7.7551

OOסס.10 .4712 3.4634

OOסס.15 .3672 1.9117

OOסס.20 .2991 1.1756

OOסס.25 .2523 .7742

OOסס.30 .2140 .5350

OOסס.35 .1856 .3833

OOסס.40 .1599 .2824

OOסס.45 .1359 .2128

OOסס.50 .1141 .1633

OOסס.55 .0983 .1272

OOסס.60 .0817 .1004

OOסס.65 .0713 .0801

OOסס.70 .0609 .0645

OOסס.75 .0522 .0523

OOסס.80 .0438 .0427

OOסס.85 .0381 .0351

OOסס.90 .0323 .0290

OOסס.95 .0271 .0240

OOסס.100 .0225 .0200

OOסס.105 .0183 .0167

OOסס.110 .0166 .0140

OOסס.115 .0149 .0117

OOסס.120 .0117 .0099
OOסס.130 .0083 .0070

OOסס.140 .0058 .0050

OOסס.150 .0037 .0036

OOסס.160 .0027 .0026

OOסס.170 .0019 .0018

OOסס.180 .0010 .0013

OOסס.190 .0007 .0009
OOסס.200 .0006 .0007

TABLE 4.4 Rainfall rate cumulative distribution predicted by Moupfouma

for Indonesia with the yearly (April 91-March 92, see [8])

rainfall rate.

In figure 4.4, it is shown that the estimation of rain rate is valid for the percentages

of time between 10-1 and 10-3•
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4.2.2 Description of the slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution

The slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia is

described by S(r), equation ( 2.13 ) and by u(r), equation ( 2.14 ). S(r) is calculated with data

given in table 2.3 and u(r) is calculated with the average values of A. and l; proposed by

Moupfouma for tropical regions.

The table 4.5 gives S(r) and u(r) calculated and figure 4.5 shows these parameters.

In figure 4.5, It is shown that u(r) and S(r) are almost parallel functions of r but u(r)
has higher values than S(r).

RAINFALL RATE CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION

10°

-
~
0:- 10-1
u
E
i=....
0

C 10-2'"
~

10-3
- Estimated by Moupf. Model

- - - Measured - Apr.91 Mar.92

10.4 L-__-'--_-'--_--"-_-'-_--'-_---'_---J'---_.l....-_~_____'

o W ~ ro w 100 IW I~ lro IW ~

Exceeding Rainfall Rate R[mmlh]

FIGURE 4.4 Rainfall Rate Cumulative Distributions for Surabaya-Indonesia.

4.2.3 Steps for the processing of rainfall rate cumulative distribution with integration
time of 1 minute

The algorithm described in section 2.3.4 for the processing of the rain data with 1

minute integration time has been implemented in ASYST. Routines created previously are

used for the implementation of the new routine. See appendix-A for this routine. In data.drp

file, the channel seven contains the rainfall rate with integration time of I-minute.
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Exceeding S( r) u( r)

Rainfall Rate

[ mmIh] o = 0.1 A = 0.035 X =0.801 ~ = 0.3485

OOסס.5 .0298 .0591

OOסס.10 .0278 .0550

OOסס.15 .0267 .0522

OOסס.20 .0259 .0501

OOסס.25 .0254 .0484

OOסס.30 .0249 .0470

OOסס.35 .0245 .0457

OOסס.40 .0242 .0446

OOסס.45 .0239 .0436

OOסס.50 .0237 .0426

OOסס.55 .0234 .0418

OOסס.60 .0232 .0410

OOסס.65 .0231 .0403

OOסס.70 .0229 .0396

OOסס.75 .0227 .0390

OOסס.80 .0226 .0384

OOסס.85 .0224 .0378

OOסס.90 .0223 .0373

OOסס.95 .0222 .0368

OOסס.100 .0221 .0363

OOסס.105 .0220 .0358

OOסס.110 .0219 .0354

OOסס.115 .0218 .0349

OOסס.120 .0217 .0345

OOסס.130 .0215 .0338

OOסס.140 .0214 .0330

OOסס.150 .0212 .0324

OOסס.160 .0211 .0317

OOסס.170 .0209 .0311

OOסס.180 .0208 .0306

OOסס.190 .02ff1 .0300

OOסס.200 .0206 .0295

TABLE 4.5 The description of the slope of the rainfall rate cumulative
distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia

The original data from Surabaya-Indonesia were processed allover. That means the
data received from Indonesia were inspected, corrected and converted to engineering units
before the processing of the rain data.

The processing of data follows these steps:
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1. READING THE ORIGINAL DATA IN D:\

1.1 For processing the date the space in directory d:\ can be 80 Mbyles for processing one
year approximately.

10-1r--~-~-~-----'----"--"----'-----'-----,-------,

~

~

::l

""a
~

~

~

til

- u (r)

--- S(r)

I 0-2 L-_'--_'-----"~----'_----'_----'-_ ___'__ ___'__ ___'__ __.J

o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Exceeding Rainfall Rate R(mmlh]

FIGURE 4.5 The description of the slope of the rainfall rate cumulative

distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia

1.2 Read data from CD-Rom.

The data directory have the names between dataOOO to data400 in CD-Rom.

The data are in ascendent time order.

a. To copy the data directories in d:\ with names between DATAOOO to
DATA999. In ascending order and accord to the date of creation.

Example: CD-Rom : datalOO
D : data450

b. Each directory datannn has to contain two files in D:\. These files are data.drp

and idf.drp. When the original data directory ( CD-rom directory) has files

with other names, as 2436data.drp or 2436idf.drp. These files have to be

renamed to Data.drp and idf.drp for the processing. Renaming should be done
with MS-DOS. Sometimes each original data directory has several
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data.drp and idf.drp files. In that case, the date of creation of the file can be
checked in order to have data directories in ascending order for the
processing.

2. Load ASYST software with CAS

3. Load the basic routines with F9

4. Load the routines to read and convert data with LFC

a. Read data and add number of day (day#) at each data.drp file with the routine
convert.file.add.day#.auto.

b. Convert the files data.drp and idf.drp to "engineering units" by the routine
Convert.fiIe.to.eng.units.auto. Except to the rain channel.

5. Checking and repairing of internal and external file-time errors in the data.drp files.
a. Checking the internal file-time error with the routine

Make.chktimes.txt
b. Checking the external file-time errors with the routine

tfts
c. Repairing of time errors. After the errors can be detected. They can be

repaired with the following routines:
Insert.ud.db.after.In
This routine repairs the internal error.
ddl.dd2.nll.gaps
This routine repairs the external errors

d. After the data.drp files are repaired, the idf.drp files have to be repaired. It
is done with the routine
ddl.dd2. repair.tbdts

6. Before the conversion of the rain channel with variable integration time, the channel
can be copied to the channel seven in order to save the rain pulse with the routine
convert.me.copy.cl.to.c2

7. The rain channel 8 can be converted to rainfall intensity with variable integration time
with the routines convert.nIe.p> i.auto and convert.nIe.p> i.f.t

8. The rain channel 7 can be converted to rainfall intensity with integration time 1-
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minute by the routine

Convert.pulse.to.rain.int.lmin

9. The last step in the conversion of data.drp and idf.drp is save the current date and
time of the files in the array datatime. It is done with the routine
ddl.dd2 > datatime

10. Making weekly plot per month can be done with the routine
make.plots.month

11. Cumulative distribution for rainfall intensity in channel 7 and channel 8 with the
routine dtl.dt2.chan.make.histoarr

12. Graphical representation of rainfall intensity cumulative distributions with the routine
Vup.cumstat.plot

Information of the routines are included in appendix-A and appendix-C.

4.2.4 The Rainfall Rate Cumulative Distribution with the 1 minute integration time
method

The processed cumulative distribution of the rainfall rate with integration time of 1
minute for the period - 1 Jan. 9200:00:00 - 31 Jan. 9224:00:00 - is given in the table 4.6.

The figure 4.6 shows the rainfall rate cumulative distribution with the 1 minute

integration time method.

4.2.5 The Rainfall Rate Cumulative Distribution with different integration times

The variable integration time used in the processing of the rain data for the rainfall
rate cumulative distribution is given in table 4.7 ([8]).

The processed cumulative distribution of the rainfall rate with variable integration

time for the period 1 Jan. 92 00:00:00 - 31 Jan. 92 24:00:00 is given in the table 4.8.
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Rain rate [ mm I h ] I Integration time [ sec.] I Pulses I mm

420
60

6

0.1

1

6

60

3600

60

to
1

1160

TABLE 4.7 Integration time versus rain rate ([8]).
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FIGURE 4.6 Rainfall Rate Cumulative distribution with 1 minute integration time

for Surabaya-Indonesia.
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Exceeding Rainfall RaLc Percentage of Time
(mmIh) [ % ]

10.0000 LS137

15.0000 1.2064

20.0000 .9996
25.0000 .8565

30.0000 .7368

35.0000 .7368

40.0000 .6447

45.0000 .5501

50.0000 .4556

55.0000 .3818

60.0000 .3384

65.0000 .3384

70.0000 .2785

75.0000 .2347

80.0000 .1909

85.0000 .1794

90.0000 .1633

95.0000 .1425

100.0000 .1149

105.0000 .0899

110.0000 .0899

115.0000 .e1737

120.0000 .0553

130.0000 .0415

140.0000 .0277
150.0000 .0184

160.0000 .0138

170.0000 .0138

180.0000 .0069

190.0000 .0069

200.0000 .0069

220.0000 .0069

240.0000 .0069

TABLE 4.6 Rainfall Rate Cumulative Distribution with 1 minute integration time

for Surabaya-Indonesia.
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Exceeding Rainfall Rate Percentage of Time

[mmIb] [ % ]

10.0000 1.4504

15.0000 1.203

20.0000 1.038

25.0000 .8999

30.0000 .786

35.0000 .6993

40.0000 .6065

45.0000 .5255

50.0000 .4539

55.0000 .3997

60.0000 .3405

65.0000 .3016

70.0000 .2601

75.0000 .2267

80.0000 .1939

85.0000 .1726

90.0000 .1502

95.0000 .1288

100.0000 .1108

105.0000 .0943

110.0000 .0855

115.0000 .0762

120.0000 .0574

130.0000 .0407

140.0000 .0285

150.0000 .0182

160.0000 .0127

170.0000 .0091

180.0000 .006

190.0000 .005

200.0000 .0043

220.0000 .0038

240.0000 .0028

TABLE 4.8 Rainfall Rate Cumulative Distribution with variable integration

time for Surabaya-Indonesia.

The rainfall rate cumulative distribution with 1 minute integration time and with
variable integration time for the period: 1 Jan. 92 oo:()():()() - 31 Jan. 9224:00:00 are shown
in the figure 4.7.
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In figure 4.7, the trend of cumulative distributions is almost the same for medium

values of rainfall rate but it is completely different for high values of rainfall rate.
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FIGURE 4.7 Rainfall Rate Cumulative Distribution with different integration

time for Surabaya-Indonesia.

4.2.6 The Rainfall Rate Cumulative Distribution for events during the wet season

It is selected one month of the wet monsoon season for the analysis of the influence

of the integration time in the processing of rain-data during events. January 1992 is the

selected month in which the number of power downs were minimum ([38]). The date, begin

time, end time and minutes per event during this month are given in the table 4.9.

The processed rainfall rate cumulative distribution for the event No.4 with 1 minute

and variable integration time is given in table 4.9.

The rainfall rate for the event No.4 processed with 1 minute integration time and with

variable integration time are shown in figure 4.8 where the horizontal axis is the
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duration of the event in minutes.

In figure 4.9, the rainfall rate cumulative distributions of the event No.4 obtained
with the two methods of the processing of rain-data are shown.

If the breaking point of the cumulative distribution of the event No. 4 is 300 mm/h.
The percentage of time at which the rainfall rate exceeded is 0 % with I minute of
integration time, whereas it is .26 % with variable integration time. That means the
processing of rain-data with the 1 minute integration time underestimates high rain rate.

No. Event Date Begin Time End Time Minutes

1 04/01/92 10:47:00 12:07:00 80

2 07/01/92 08:53:00 12:28:00 215

3 08/01/92 08:45:00 13:20:00 275

4 09/01/92 09:31:00 09:57:00 26

5 11/01/92 10:25:00 11:20:00 55

6 13/'- 1/92 14:00:00 16:35:00 505

7 15/01/92 20:30:00 21:00:00 30

8 16/01/92 14:50:00 15:30:00 40

9 19/01/92 09:40:00 11:50:00 130

10 21/01/92 08:25:00 09:00:00 35

11 22/01/92 13:20:00 16:00:00 160

12 26/01/92 16:31:00 18:29:00 118

13 27/01/92 10:31:00 12:00:00 89

14 29/01/92 09:41:00 10:10:00 29

15 30/01/92 11:40:00 12:55:00 75

TABLE 4.9 The rain-events during January 92
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RainfaU Rate Percentage of Time Percentage of Time

[mmlhl [901 [~I

(variable integration time) (1 min. integration time)

10 90.3205 92.3f1Tl

15 90.3205 92.3fJT7

20 90.3205 92.3fJT7

25 89.2949 92.3fJT7

30 88.3974 88.4615

35 86.3462 88.4615

40 83.3333 84.6154

45 78.3974 84.6154

50 73.9744 73.0769

55 68.9103 65.3846

60 62.3fJT7 65.3846

65 56.5385 65.3846

70 51.1538 65.3846

75 47.6282 OOסס.50

80 42.8205 42.3f1Tl

85 40.1282 42.3fJT7

90 38.2692 42.3f1Tl

95 34.6795 38.4615

100 29.5513 23.0769

105 23.9744 11.5385

110 22.2436 11.5385

115 19.2308 7.6923

120 13.5256 7.6923

130 9.7436 3.8462

140 6.4103 3.8462

150 3.5897 0

160 1.9231 0

170 1.2179 0

180 .641 0

190 .5128 0

200 .3846 0

220 .2564 0

240 .2564 0

260 .2564 0

280 .2564 0

300 .2564 0

320 .2564 0

340 .2564 0

TABLE 4.9 Rainfall Rate Cumulative Distribution with variable and 1 minute

integration time for the shower No.4.

4.3 Analysis of Rainfall Rate for Surabaya-Indonesia

The estimation of rainfall rate cumulative distribution is a function of the type of

climate, geographical features and measurement accuracy of rain meter. The slope of the

cumulative distribution depends on the climate and geographical characteristics, and the
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percentages of time at which rainfall rate exceeded depend on the integration time used in

the processing of rain-data.

4.3.1 The slope of the rainfaU rate cumulative distribution

The slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution is governed by parameters which
depend of the local climatic conditions and geographical features. Therefore~ there will be
parameters characterizing the location of each one of the earth station.

In this section, the measured rain rate in Surabaya are analysed in order to find the

best parameters that govern the slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution.
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FIGURE 4.8 Rain rate processed with 1 minute integration time and variable integration

time methods. The event No. 4 of the wet month. Horizontal axis total

number of minutes of the event.

The analysis of the measured rainfall rate cumulative distribution is done with the

least squares fit to a non-linear function. Therefore~ the curve fitting operation is applied

to the measured rainfall rate cumulative distribution with the function given by equation
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(2.7), the rainfall rate exceeded for 0.01% of one year and the values of A. and <; for tropical

regions. See appendices D and E for details of fitting operation.
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FIGURE 4.9 The rainfall rate cumulative distribution of the event No.4 with

two methods of the processing of rain-data.

The curve fitting operation needs the following information:

X Exceeded Rainfall Rate

Y The measured rainfall rate cumulative distribution

F[X] The fitting function. Equation ( 2.7 )

Cl A parameter for tropical regions

C2 <; parameter for tropical regions

C3 R rainfall rate exceeded during 0.01% of the one year
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The best values of A, <; and R which characterize the slope of the curve and the

rainfall rate cumulative distribution are:

A = 1.0416

<; =0.1073

R = 142 mm/h for 0.01 % of the one average year

The table 4.10 gives the parameter u(r) which governs the slope the rainfall rate

cumulative distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia and the figure 4.10 shows this parameter.

0.032,---,..---,----,-----..--..----,---r----,---.---------,
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0.029
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0.025

0.024

0.03

,:. 0.028
::l

!! 0.027
'"E
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I:l.

Exceeding Rainfall Rate R[mmlh)

FIGURE 4.10 The slope of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution for

Surabaya-Indonesia with A.=1.0416, S=O.l073 and

~.ol%=142 [mrnIh].

4.3.2 The integration time of the rain meter in the processing of rain-data

The integration time of the rain meter influences on the processing of high rain rate.

That means the measurement accuracy of the rain meter for regions with high rain rate

depends on the method of processing of rain-data. It have been demonstrated in section 4.25
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and 4.2.6 for a wet season and for events which are processed with 1 minute and variable

integration time methods.

The measured rainfall rate cumulative distributions using both methods estimating that

for the lower percentages of time lower rain rates are measured with 1 minute integration

time that with variable integration time. Therefore, the rainfall rate cumulative distribution

obtained from rain-data processed with 1 minute integration time underestimates high rain

rate.

4.3.3 The estimation of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution

The rainfall rate cumulative distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia can be expressed as:

P(R~) =(Rp +l)b e u(r)'(~-r) +Ln(P(~»
, + 1

( 4.1 )

Where: P(Rp)

Rp
b

0.01%

142 [mm/h]

Is given by:

b=(' ~l) ).Ln(l + ~) (4.2)

u(r) Is given by:

(4.3 )

with }..

r
1.0416

0.1073

The figure 4.11 shows the rainfall rate cumulative distribution during an average year
for Surabaya-Indonesia. This cumulative distribution should be considered for the design of

radio communication systems in Surabaya.
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Figure 4.12 shows the rainfall rate cumulative distribution estimated with A= 1.0416,
r=0.1073 and rainfall rate exceeded 0.01 % of time = 142 [mm/h] and the measured rainfall
rate processed with variable integration time during April 91 - March 92 ([8]) (See data in
tables 4.4 and 4.10).

In figure 4.12, the estimated percentages of time at which the rain rate exceeded is

higher that the measured percentages of time for high rain rate. It confirms that the high rate
rate is a function of the integration time of the rain meter and that cumulative distribution

of rain rate proposed by Moupfouma is not valid for percentages of time lower than 10-3
•

Exceeded

Rainfall Rate u ( r ) P(R~r)

( mmIh) [% J

OOסס.5 .0313 .6580

OOסס.10 .0296 .4243

OOסס.15 .0286 .3108

OOסס.20 .0279 .2416

OOסס.25 .0273 .1947

OOסס.30 .0269 .16m
OOסס.35 .0265 .1350

OOסס.40 .0261 .1150

OOסס.45 .0258 .0989
OOסס.50 .0256 .0858

OOסס.55 .0253 .0750

OOסס.60 .0251 .0658

OOסס.65 .0249 .0580

OOסס.70 .0247 .0513
OOסס.75 .0245 .0456

OOסס.80 .0244 .0405

OOסס.85 .0242 .0361

OOסס.90 .0241 .0322
OOסס.95 .0239 .0288

OOסס.100 .0238 .0257
OOסס.105 .0237 .0230

OOסס.110 .0235 .0206

OOסס.115 .0234 .0184

OOסס.120 .0233 .0164

OOסס.130 .0231 .0131

OOסס.140 .0229 .0105

OOסס.150 .0227 .0083

OOסס.160 .0226 .0066

OOסס.170 .0224 .0052

OOסס.180 .0223 .0041

OOסס.190 .0221 .0032

OOסס.200 .0220 .0025

TABLE 4.10 u(r) and the rainfall rate cumulative distribution for Surabaya

Indonesia
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FIGURE 4.11 Rainfall rate cumulative distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia

with A.=1.0416, l;=O.1073 and Ro_01%=142 [mrnIh].
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FIGURE 4.12
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Estimated rainfall rate cumulative distribution and measured

rainfall rate cumulative distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia.
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4.4 Attenuation due to the rainfall in Surabaya-Indonesia

The attenuation due to the rain in Surabaya-Indonesia is estimated with the models
presented in chapter three of this report. After that, The estimated attenuations are compared
with the CCIR-90 model for a average year and the measured beacon signal during a period
of one year April 91 - March 92.

In this section, the analysis of the specific attenuation is included because the models
of attenuation are depended on the specific attenuation.

4.4.1 Parameters for the estimation of the attenuation due to rain in Surabaya

The parameters used for the estimation of the attenuation on earth-space satellite links
in Ku-band for Surabaya are given in table 4.11

SURABAYA - INDONESIA

Latitude of the earth station

Longitude of the earth station

Antenna height above sea level

Elevation angle

Polarization

Frequency

Ro.o,,,
Roo."
Yearly rainfall rate distribution

Method of processing rain-data

: 7"15' S

: 112°44' E

: 15 [m]

: 14°07'15"

: Circular

: 11.198 [OHz]

: 125.1 [mmlb]

: 54.5 [mmlb]

: April 91 - March 92

: Variable integration time

Table 4.11 Parameters for the estimation of attenuation In

Surabaya-Indonesia

The Ajayi, the Moupfouma and the CCIR-90 models using the Roool\15 for the

estimation of attenuation. The Juy model using the Roo1~ for the estimation of

attenuation. And the Crane and the Matricciani model using the yearly rainfall rate

distribution for the estimation of attenuation due to rain.
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4.4.2 Estimation of specific attenuation due to the rainfall for Surabaya-Indonesia.

The calculated specific attenuations for Surabaya-Indonesia with the parameter of table

4.11 are given in table 4.12. They are calculated for rainfall rate between 5 and 200 [mm/h].

The coefficients a and b given in table 3.1 are used for the calculation of the specific

attenuation proposed by Ajayi and recommended by ITU-R. The values NT' J.l, cr, ~ and 11 for

the specific attenuation proposed by Moupfouma are calculated with the equations (3.9)

to ( 3.14 ).

The specific attenuation depending on frequency, polarization and rainfall rate is called

r I and the specific attenuation depending on the frequency, elevation angle of propagation

path and the signal polarization is called r2•

The figure 4.14 shows the estimated specific attenuations for Surabaya-Indonesia. In

this figure, it is observed that the r2 which is a function of elevation angle under-estimates

the specific attenuation proposed by ITU-R and Ajayi for all range of rainfall rate. Also, it

is observed that the rl proposed by Ajayi is lower that the specific attenuation recommended

by ITU-R for high values of rainfall rate.
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FIGURE 4.14
Exceeding Rainfall Rale R[mmlh]

Graphic representation of Specific Attenuation for Surabaya-

Indonesia
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Rainfall rate Specific Attenuation SpecifIC AlIcnUatioo Specific Attenuation

R f, f. CCIR [dBIkm )

(mmIb) [dBIkm I [dBIkm )

OOסס.5 .0984 .1109 .1010

OOסס.10 .2322 .2497 .2359

OOסס.15 .3836 .4014 .3875

OOסס.20 .5478 .5621 .5510

OOסס.25 .7223 .7299 .7240

OOסס.30 .9053 .9036 .9050

OOסס.35 1.0957 1.0823 1.0928

OOסס.40 1.2928 1.2655 1.2868

OOסס.45 1.4959 1.4526 1.4862

OOסס.50 1.7044 1.6433 1.6907

OOסס.55 1.9180 1.8373 1.8999

OOסס.60 2.1363 2.0343 2.1133

OOסס.65 2.3589 2.2342 2.3308

OOסס.70 2.5857 2.4367 2.5520

OOסס.75 2.8164 2.6417 2.7768

OOסס.80 3.0508 2.8490 3.0050

OOסס.85 3.2888 3.0586 3.2364

OOסס.90 3.5300 3.2703 3.4708

OOסס.95 3.7746 3.4840 3.7082

OOסס.100 4.0222 3.6996 3.9484

OOסס.105 4.2727 3.9171 4.1913

OOסס.110 4.5262 4.1363 4.4368

OOסס.115 4.7824 4.3573 4.6848

OOסס.120 5.0413 4.5799 4.9352

OOסס.130 5.5667 5.0299 5.4430

OOסס.140 6.1019 5.4858 5.9597

OOסס.150 6.6463 5.9473 6.4846

OOסס.160 7.1994 6.4141 7.0175

OOסס.170 7.7609 6.8859 7.5578

OOסס.180 8.3303 7.3625 8.1053

OOסס.190 8.9073 7.8436 8.6597

OOסס.200 9.4916 8.3290 9.2206

TABLE 4.12 Specific attenuation for Surabaya- Indonesia

4.4.3 Comparison of attenuation due to rain for Surabaya

The attenuation is estimated by the models proposed by Ajayi, Moupfouma, Juy,

Crane and Matricciani for tropical regions. The CCIR model is included for the estimation
of attenuation. The parameter used for the estimation of attenuation are given in table 4.11
and the appendix-B contains the routine for estimation of the attenuation. The tables

containing the estimated attenuation are included in Appendix-F.

The estimated and measured attenuations during one year are shown in figure 4.15

and the summary of the parameters calculated in the models are given in table 4.14.
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In the figure 4.15, it is observed that the Ajayi, Moupfouma, Juy and Matricciani

underestimated the measured attenuation. However, the attenuation estimated by Crane
should be considerate.

30
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~
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Pcr\;cntage of Tirne [%]

Figure 4.15 Estimated and measured attenuations due to rain during

April 91-March 92 for Surabaya-Indonesia.

In the last part of this section the estimation of attenuation by the Crane model are

included. The table 4.13 giving the attenuation estimated with the measured rainfall rate

cumulative distribution during April 91 - March 92, with the rainfall rate cumulative

distribution of region H - It is defined by Crane-. The table also includes the measured

attenuation during April 91 - March 92. These attenuations are shown in figure 4.16.
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y

TABLE 4.13 The attenuation for height along a slant path

Estimated Attenuation

Percent of Time Estimated Attenuation with measured rain rate Measured Attenuation
[ % ] with climate region H distribution April 91- March 92

[dB] [ dB ] [ dB ]

.0010 54.3462 42.9658 ----

.0020 48.7575 40.2357 ----

.0050 41.1586 35.1021 35.0000 *

.0100 35.0549 31.0656 32.0000 *

.0200 29.4630 26.4567 29.3000

.0500 22.7303 20.7297 21.7000

.1000 17.5711 14.8320 16.1000

.1960 15.6293 12.1408 10.9000

.5000 7.8145 5.2443 5.5000

1.0000 4.8822 3.1404 2.4000

* value a Jove the level at reliabiht

25
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~
c
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c
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<
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5

FIGURE 4.16
Exceeding Rainfall Rate R[mmlhl

The estimated attenuation due to the rainfall accord to the

Crane model
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COMPARISON OF ATTENUATION DUE TO THE RAINFALL FOR SURABAYA-INDONESIA

MODELS B DR. L D r r Ao A(P)
[km] [km] (km) [Ian) [dBlkm)

[dB] [dB]

COR 90 1 A
o

O.12p -(0.546 +O.043Logp)
5 3.20 13.07 12.67 5.31 20.59

1+0.187D

AJAYI 1 A
o

0.12p -(0.546 +O.043Logp)
5 3.20 15.33 12.67

1+0.128D
5.21 30.46

. MOUP· 1 A
o

O.l2p -(0.546 +O.D43Logp)
FOUMA 5 -_. 19.82 19.22 4.22 44.64

1+0.045D

1 A
o
ap -(b +cLogp+d(Logpl)

JUY ._- 3 12.23 11.87 1.88 13.07
1+0.064D

CRANE 5.2 .4.6 ... 21.31 - 18.79 20.67 • 18.22 ._. 0.015Rp
1
•
168 A(Rp,D) Ao

cosO

* 5 4.6 18.79 18.23 O.013R).239
MATRI- P. = 1.9325
CCIANI _.. . .. - t1 = 0.7595

S 5 20.43 19.82 0.017Rpl.171 Log normal Distribution

• Two layers model
a = 0.23 b =0.9 c = 0.31
B O°C ootherm heght

HR Rain Height
L Slant Path Lenght

Factor Dot used
d = 0.047
D Surface projected path lenght

r Correction Factor
r Specific Attenuation

Ao All. due to the rain
A( p) Estimated Attenuation
Rp Exceeding Rain Rate

Table 4.14 Models of Attenuation for Surabaya Indonesia
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusions

Rainfall rate Cumulative distribution in Tropical regions

The measurement accuracy of the tipping bucket rain gauge used in tropical regions
is a function of the integration time of the rain meter for high rain rates. Therefore, errors

in the measurements of high rain rates, especially below 10-3 % of time should be attributed

to the method of processing of rain-data collected by acquisition system.

Rain Intensity between 20 and 130 [mm/h] measured by tipping bucket rain gauge will

not be depended on the method used for the processing of rain-data. In tropical regions, these
rain rates correspond to percentages of time lower than 0.01 % of the time in the yearly

rainfall rate cumulative distribution.

The utilization of two different methods for the processing of information from the

tipping bucket rain gauge in Surabaya-Indonesia has determined that the 1 minute integration

time method underestimates high rain rate.

In the experimental rainfall rate cumulative distribution, it is observed that for the

lower percentages of time, lower rain rates are measured with the 1 minute integration time

than with the variable integration time. Therefore, the rainfall rate exceeded 0.01 % of time
which is used in the estimation of attenuation due to rain by ITU-R (Ex-CCIR) is

underestimated with the 1 minute integration time.

The rainfall rate cumulative distribution for Surabaya-Indonesia is estimated by the

proposed Moupfouma model. Therefore, the cumulative distribution is characterized by the

constants, A= 1.0416 and f=0.1073 and rainfall rate exceeded 0.01 % of time, Ro.oIJ; =142
[mm/h]. The validity of A, ~ and Ro.01'" corresponding to percentage of time ranging 10-1%
to 10-3%.

Attenuation due to rain in tropical regions

There is a great discrepancy in the estimation of attenuation due to rain for Surabaya

Indonesia when the proposed models for tropical regions are applied.
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It is essential to know the true rain height and the rain rate cumulative distribution in
tropical regions when the attenuation due to rain is estimated,

It seems that the approach of attenuation due to rain in tropical regions is obtained

by a model which estimates the attenuation from the rainfall rate cumulative distribution or

from one point of the cumulative distribution. This point should be independent of integration

time of rain meter.

Because of the analysis of attenuation models in tropical regions, It will be considered

that the attenuation can be increased by the character of tropical rain formation having

horizontal and vertical structure and dropsize distributions which are not the same in tropical
and in temperate regions.

5.2 Recommendations

Because of the analysis and processing of the rainfall rate cumulative distribution in

tropical regions, it is recommended the following points:

Further processing the rain-data collected in Surabaya-Indonesia with the 1 minute

integration time method in order to evaluate the yearly rainfall rate cumulative distribution

used for the estimation of Attenuation due to rain.

Simulating different methods used for the processing of the high rain data measured

by rain gauges in order to assess the reliable method which will minimize the measurement

error of rain meter.

Further investigating the rainfall structure in order to estimate the true height of the
rain and the rainfall rate cumulative distribution in tropical regions.

Further investigating the raindrop size distribution in order to evaluate its influence

in the specific attenuation due to rain at higher frequencies since the dimensions of the

raindrop are comparable with the wavelength of the signal.

Testing the Moupfouma model of rain rate with proposed constants for Surabaya

Indonesia in order to verify the validity of >.., ~ and Ro.ol % in cumulative distribution.

Because of the attenuation due to the rain on earth-space satellite links in tropical
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regions, it is recommended the following points:

Analysing Ku-band attenuation as a function of elevation angle in tropical regions. It
should consider further investigation of the relation between specific attenuation and rainfall

structure.

Analysing the specific attenuation. It is suggested to use the raindrop size log-normal
distribution proposed by Ajayi for tropical regions for the calculation of the specific

attenuation.

Estimating Ku-band attenuation due to the rain in Surabaya-Indonesia in order to
calculate the correct attenuation model which should be used for the design of earth-space

satellite links.

Further analysing the reduction factors proposed by Ajayi because they are function
of the rain height and the rainfall rate and the effective path length is estimated as a function

of these factors.

Further comparing the rain attenuation predictions each other or with the measured
attenuation in Surabaya-Indonesia. The application of X2-probability distribution

recommended by ITU-R should be used for the comparison procedures.

Supporting the software for the processing of data with documentation because the
programs would be used in future processing if they have comprehensible documentation.
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Appendices

Appendix-A Routines for the processing of rain-data

This appendix contains routines used in the processing of rain-data. These routines

are used after the inspection and the correction of data. It is also included a routine

to copy one channel to other channels. They utilise routines which were written by

Chris Grolleman.

Routines for the processing of rain-data with the 1 minute integration
time method

There are two routines for the processing of rain-data with 1 minute integration time.

The first one reads and writes a datablock of maximum length equals 60 lines. This routine

is called Convert.pulse.to.rain.int.lmin. The second one reads and write a datablock of

maximun length equals 3276 lines. It is called ddl.dd2.pcb> reb.auto.

\ Conversion of number of pulses to Rain intensity

: intensity. 1min

dup 60 > if drop -4700 else

CASE
o OF 0 ENDOF

1 OF 59 ENDOF

2 OF 118 ENDOF

3 OF InENDOF

4 OF 237 ENDOF

5 OF 296 ENDOF

6 OF 356 ENDOF

7 OF 416 ENDOF

80F4nENDOF

9 OF 538 ENDOP

10 OF 600 ENDOF

11 OF 662 ENDOF

12 OF 725 ENDOF
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13 OF 788 ENDOF

14 OF 853 ENDOF

15 OF 917 ENDOF

16 OF 982 ENDOF

17 OF 1048 ENDOF

18 OF 1114 ENDOF

19 OF 1180 ENDOF

20 OF 1248 ENDOF

21 OF 1316 ENDOP

22 OF 1384 ENDOF

23 OF 1452 ENDOF

24 OF 1521 ENDOF

25 OP 1591 ENDOF

26 OF 1661 ENDOF

27 OF 1731 ENDOF

28 OF 1802 ENDOF

29 OF 1873 ENDOF

30 OF 1944 ENDOF

31 OF 2016 ENDOP

32 OF 2088 ENDOF

33 OF 2160 ENDOF

34 OF 2233 ENDOF

35 OF 2306 ENDOF

36 OF 2379 ENDOF

37 OF 2453 ENDOF

38 OF 2527 ENDOF

39 OF 2602 ENDOF

40 OP 2676 ENDOF

41 OF 2751 ENDOF

42 OF 2826 ENUOF

43 OF 2901 ENDOF

44 OF 2976 ENDOF

45 OF 3052 ENDOF

46 OF 3128 ENDOP

47 OF 3203 ENDOF

48 OF 3280 ENDOF

49 OF 3356 ENDOF

50 OF 3432 ENDOF

51 OF 3509 ENDOF

52 OF 3585 ENDOF

53 OF 3662 ENDOF

54 OF 3738 ENDOF

55 OF 3815 ENDOF

56 OF 3892 ENDOF

57 OF 3969 ENDOF

58 OF 4046 ENDOF

59 OF 4123 ENDOF

60 OF 4200 ENDOF

ENDCASE

then

: dt.#pulses > rain.int. same. file

dt.dup dt.dup

o 1 0 dt.hms+ > dt
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dt.dup dt> dd# sdd

dt> In nl :=
dt> In dup nl swap 

get.datablock DcoPY dup dup

xsect[ ! , 8 ]

o[>] dup dup Dsum

\ ubicar rain intensity. 1min

intensity.lmin 0 rot : = \ assigne constante rainfall per minute

+
swap xsect[ ! , 8 ] : =
datablock : =

dt> In datablock swap

put.datablock

: datablock> data. token

dt.dup dt>ln dup 11 swap - dup nl :=
get.datablock

becomes> tslsarr

: datablock> stack

dt.dup nO 1 +

sdd 0 1 0 dt.hms+ >dt dt>ln

dup 1 - dup n2 :=
get.datablock

: pasLdatablocks \ [ array! _ Arrayl&array-token]

Dshape drop * dim[ ? ] reshape

tslsarr

Dshape drop * dime ? ] reshape

swap catenate

Dsize 10 I
dim[ ? , 10] reshape

becomes> tslsarr

: pulse.data. token > r.i.dif.files

\ pulse.data. token> rain.int.diff.fi1e
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tslsarr Dcopy dup dup

Xsect[ ! , 8 ]

o [>] dup dup Dsum
\ Rain intensity. 1min
intensity.lmin 0 rot: = \ Assigne Rainfall per minute

+
swap xsect[ ! , 8 ] : =

becomes> tslsarr

: data. token> filel
nO sdd
tslsarr sub[ 1 , n1 ; 1 , ! ]
becomes> datablock
dt> In datablock swap
put.datablock

: data. token> file2

nO 1 + sdd nl 1 +
tslsarr

sub[ ? , n2 ; 1 , ! ]
becomes> datablock
1 datablock swap

put.datablock

: dt.#pulses> rain.int.diff. files \ Differents files

datablock> data. token
datablock> stack
past.datablocks \ [ arrayl _ Arrayl&array-token]

\ pulse.data. token> rain.int.diff.file

pulse.data. token> r.i.dif. files

data. token > filet

data. token> file2

: dt> rain.int.1 min \ Main routine

dt.dup dt.dup
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dt> ddt dup nO : = sdd

dt.dup

o 1 0 dt.hms+ >dt dt>dd#

nO =
IF dt,#pulses> rain.int.same.file

ELSE dt.#pulses> rain.int.diff.files

THEN

: Convert.pulse.to.rain.int.lmin \ [ dt einddd# _ ]

\ dt belongs the number of directory that start

LOCAL nO n1 n2 n3 tsIsarr LOCVARS

\ 714 n3 :=
n3 :=

BEGIN

dt.dup

dt>dd# 0 < >

\ dt>dd# n3 1 + <
WHILE

dt> rain.int.lmin

o 1 0 dt.hms+ >dt

CR ." Integration time 1 minute Rain intensity"

REPEAT

CR." END THE ROUTINE"

: db.rain.lmin

\ first make dataarr with correct dimensions:

datablock 10 xs becomes> dataarr

-1 dataarr : = \ temporary value;

\ get status chan and convert to array with

\ time between samples (tslsarr)

datablock 10 xs status> 15ls "sum becomes> tslsarr

\ get channel containing rainpulses (chan nO):

datablock nO 1 + xs becomes> rainarr

begin

tslsarr [ Osize ] 60 > =

while
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\ find locations of current minute:
tslsarr n2 + becomes> tsisarr

n20 = IF
tslsarr 0 [>]

tslsarr 60 [< =]

* dup
\ make dataarr zero on right locations:

dup Is - -Is * dataarr * becomes> dataarr
\ look for rainpulses (and not undefined!):

rainarr Os [< > ]
rainarr -32768s [< > ]
* \ stack: array with 1 where rainarr not 0 and not undef.

* \ multiply with current minute

Dsum \ count number of pulses in current minute,
\ Conversion of number of pulses to rain intensity

INTENSITY.IMIN

* \ and put it in current minute
dataarr + \ update dataarr

becomes> dataarr
ELSE \ n2 > 0: n2 seconds left over from last datablock

on2 : = \ reset n2 for next loop

THEN

tslsarr 60 - becomes> tslsarr \ go to next minute

repeat

\ remaining nr of seconds in tslsarr to n2:
\ (for next datablock)
tslsarr [ 0size ] n2 : =

\ put undef. values where neccessary:

rainarr -32768s [< >] dataarr * becomes> dataarr

rainarr -32768s [=] -32768s * dataarr +
dp>sp

becomes> dataarr

\ now save dataarr to datablock in chan nI:

dataarr datablock nIl + xs :=

; \ db.rain.lmin
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: convert.file.rain.1 min

drp. fils. set.else.ask

handle. file

nl chan>idf.rain.lmin

; \ convert.file.rain.lmin

: dd1.dd2.pch > rch.auto \ [ dd1 dd2 pulsechannr rainchannr - ]

\ nO = rain pulse channel nr,

\ n1 = target chan.: rain int, integration time 1 minute

\ n2 = remaining number of seconds in last datablock

o n2 :=

nl := nO:=

INSTALL db.rain.lmin IN handle.datablock

1 auto. exec : = 1 + swap

DO cr I . I sdd convert.file.rain.lmin LOOP

o auto.exec : =
INSTALL NOP IN handle.datablock

; \ dd1.dd2.pch > rch.auto

Routine for the processing of rain-data with variable integration time

\ : idf.p > i \ changes current idf.drp; tipping bucket > rain intensity

\ INSTALL {p> Lidf} IN handle.string

\ handle. text. file INSTALL NOP IN handle.string

\ ; \ idf.p> i

: chan> idf.rain.int

LOCAL channel offset ampl detection LOCVARS channel :=
" rain gauge ll device.info II: = 18 signal#> signal. info signal.info II: =
0.0 offset := 40.96 ampl := II mm/hour ll dimension.info ":=
odetection: = channel chan> idf.overwrite END.LOCAL

; \ chan> idf.rain.int

: chan> idf.rain.lmin \ [chan# -.l
LOCAL channel offset ampl detection LOCVARS channel : =
II rain gauge" device.info II: = 28 signal#> signal.info signal.info II: =
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0.0 offset: = 40.96 ampl := " mm/hour" dimension.info ": =

odetection := channel chan>idf.overwrite END.LOCAL
; \ chan> idf. rain.. 1min

\ : db.rain.-2 > 0
\ datablock 9 xs dup dup -2 [< >] * swap: =
\ ; \ db.rain.-2 >0

: db.rain.chan.-32768 > 0 \

\ temporary solution for rain conversion

datablock 9 xs -32768s [< > ] datablock 9 xs * datablock 9 xs : =
; \ db.rain.chan.-32768 > 0

\ temporary undefined value for rain intensity = -2

: Tr> Int \ [ Tr - intensity]

\ converts Tr (in tenths of seconds) to rain intensity (tenths of mm/hour)

\ Tr is time between rain pulses, Tr:DP.INTEGER, Intensity:INTEGER

dup 1 > = \ Tr =0.1 sec. = > Int. = 4200 mm/uur
IF dup 42000 < = IF 42000 swap / ELSE drop 0 THEN
ELSE drop -1 \ intensity undefined

THEN 5400 min \ INTENSITY < = 540 mm/uur, Tr> = 0.77 sec.
; \ Tr>Int

: Tr>Int* \ [Tr - rainJntensity] 8/1/1991, " Kim Liu's" conversion
\ converts Tr (in tenths of seconds) to rain intensity (tenths of mm/hour)

\ Tr is time between rain pulses, Tr:DP.INTEGER, Intensity:INTEGER
LOCAL nO LOCVARS nO :=

nO 1 > = IF

nO 50 > = IF 36000. nO /

ELSE nO 13.95 > =
IF 41800. nO / 116 - ELSE 45600. nO 1 388 - THEN

THEN
ELSE -1 THEN fix 5400 min END.LOCAL

; \ Tr> Int*

: p> i.case.2.2

\ first and last line of db contain rain pulse: case 2.2; I, p.62
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, datablock length > 2, datablock contains 2 or more rain pulses

LOCAL count dummy.dp.integer hour LOCVARS

datablock channel I + xs > unsigned becomes> rainarr

datablock 10 xs status> hour becomes> hourarr

rainarr Dsize swap drop 1 '[ - ], no change to last line

DO , bepaal intensity voor regel I en rainarr[I]: =intensity :

rainarr [ I ] 0 < > , [ - ]

IF , bepaal intensity als rainarr[I] < > 0, [ - ]

I 1 + count: =

BEGIN' bepaal intensity [I] zie blok II, p.15

rainarr [ count] 0 = , [ - ]

IF FALSE' blijf in loop, intensity is nog niet bepaald

ELSE , volgende regenpuls gevonden [ - ]

rainarr [ count] rainarr [ I ] - dummy.dp.integer : = ,= A

hourarr [ count] hourarr [ I ] - 24 modulo hour: = , = delta H

dummy.dp.integer hour 36000 * + , [ - Tr ]

count I - 10 < dummy.dp.integer 0 < hour 0 = AND AND

IF 36000 + THEN' geval 2
count I - 10 < dummy.dp.integer 0 > hour 1 = AND AND

IF 36000 - THEN' geval 5

count I - 10 < hour 2 > = AND 'gevallen 9, 10
hour 0 = dummy.dp.integer 0 < count I - 10 > AND AND OR , geval 4
IF \ drop -2 ." db error" THEN

36000 + THEN
Tr> int* intensity : = TRUE

THEN' [ - ]
count incr

UNTIL \ intensity bepaald

\ eerste serie opeenvolgende regenpulsen laten staan als intensity ongedef?

\ Nee: eerste puIs ook converteren want als vorige periode ongedef., dan

, is daar Tr> > 1-10 sec. dus maken we een kleinere reI. fout als we de

\ pulstijd niet precies weten

THEN

intensity rainarr [ I] : = \ rainarr[I]: = intensity (: omzetten van rainarr)

LOOP \ rainarr omgezet

rainarr unsigned> datablock channell + xs := END.LOCAL

; , p>i.case.2.2
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: p>Lcase.I.l \ linenumber, blocklength zijn bekend. GEVAL zie p.62

LOCAL linenumber blocklength nO LOCVARS \ nO:last.rain.time
datablock channel 1 + xs > unsigned becomes> rainarr
datablock db> duration nO : = \ test db> dur

nO 3600 > \ Tr > 36oos. = > Int. := 0

IF 0 intensity : =

ELSE \ Yolgende blok bekijken, Tr<36oos.
get.max.line linenumber - blocklength - } + dup 0 < =

IF -2 intensity: = drop \ ongedef. want einde file

ELSE \ Tr> 3276s beslissing: Int. = 0.0 of 0.1 mm/uur:

3600 blocklength - min 3276 min \ "restbloklengte"aanvullen tot 3600 sec
datablock swap \ push op stack
linenumber blocklength + swap over over." xbl,xnln:" ..
get. new.datablock

channel 1 + xs true. indices ?array

IF [ 1 ] datablock xsect[ ! , 10] status> tsls "'sum swap lookup

nO + nO:=
3600 nO I intensity : = \ 0 of 1

ELSE drop 0 intensity: = THEN
becomes> datablock THEN \ pop van stack

THEN \ intensity bepaald
intensity dup -2 = IF rainarr sub[ 2 ] : = ELSE rainarr : = THEN

\ als Int. ongedefinieerd dan laatste regenpuls laten staan

rainarr unsigned> datablock channel 1 + xs :=

END. LOCAL

; \ p > Lease. I.}

: p > Lcase.O.O \ GEVAL zie p.62
intensity 0 < >

IF datablock db> duration 3600 < = \ Tr < = 3600 11
IF -2 intensity: = -2 datablock channell + xs :=
ELSE 0 intensity : = \ array is already zero

THEN THEN \ if chan already filled with zeros, no change if intensity = 0

; \ p> Lease.O.O

: p> Lease. 1.3 \ intensity is assigned right value
intensity databloek channel } + xs sub[ } , blocklength } - ] : =
\ leave last rainpulse in channel
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; \ p> i.case.1.3

: convert. file. p > i
\ converts data.drp rain channel to rain intensity

LOCAL channel linenumber blocklength firstpulseind lastpulseind LOCVARS

drp. fils. set. else.ask

1 linenumber : = -2 intensity: = 8 channel: = reI. time

BEGIN \ linenumber: first line of current datablock

get.max.line linenumber - 1 + max.bl min blocklength : =

linenumber blocklength get.datablock

db.rain.chan.-32768>0 \ undef. values become zero: TEMPORARY SOLUTION
channel 1 + xs true.indices ?array \ rainchan. contains pulses?

IF dup [ 1 ] firstpulseind := [ Dsize ] lastpulseind :=
ELSE drop 0 firstpulseind := 0 lastpulseind :=
THEN \ f.p.index and l.p.index have values

lastpulseind 1 > \ not case 0.0 and not case 1.1:

IF firstpulseind 1 =

IF lastpulseind blocklength := \ case 2.1 or case 2.2
ELSE firstpulseind dup blocklength := lastpulseind := THEN

THEN \ blocklength is set; I, p.63

cr ." lnnr:" linenumber. ." bl:" blocklength .

." FPI:" firstpulseind .. " LPI:" lastpulseind .

datablock blocklength take. first. block. lines

\ datablock has correct length now

becomes> datablock \ datablock: cases 0.0, 1.1, 1.3 or 2.2, I, p.62
firstpulseind 1 =

IF lastpulseind 1 =

IF ." cl.I" p>i.case.l.l ELSE." c2.2" p>i.case.2.2 THEN
ELSE lastpulseind 0 =

IF ." cO.O" p>i.case.O.O ELSE." cl.3" p>i.case.1.3 THEN THEN

datablock linenumber put.datablock ." Int. II intensity.

blocklength linenumber + lastpulseind blocklength =

IF 1 - THEN linenumber : =

linenumber get.max.line > =
UNTIL
rel.time swap - 1000 / cr .. " sec." end.noise END.LOCAL

; \ convert. file. p > i
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: db > db. undef. rain \ [datablock - unn.shortened_datablock] bloc: p.I-83
LOCAL channel firstpulseind lastpulseind LOCVARS 8 channel : =

dup channell + xs -2 [=] true.indices ?array \ [- db indarr]

IF dup [ Dsize ] I + lastpulseind : = [ 1 ] 1 - firstpulseind : =

ObI lastpulseind min lastpulseind : = 1 firstpulseind max firstpulseind : =

lastpulseind take. first. block. lines

lastpulseind firstpulseind - 1 + take.last.block.lines
ELSE drop THEN END.LOCAL

; \ db> db. undef.rain

: convert. file. p > i. f. t \ file. transition dd N > > dd N+1, N = current dd.

LOCAL blocklength intensity channel datadir# linenumber LOCVARS

8 channel: = ?datadir# datadir# : = -2 intensity: =
3276 get.max.line min 1 max blocklength :=

get.max.line 1 + blocklength - linenumber : =

linenumber blocklength get.new.datablock becomes> datablockl

datablockl ObI swap db> db. undef.rain ObI 3 roll = \ [ - short.datablock]
IF drop get.max.line 3600 min blocklength - blocklength : =

get.max.line dup 3600 min - 1 + linenumber := \ p.63b-64
linenumber blocklength get.new.datablock

db> db. undef.rain becomes> datablock3

ELSE becomes> datablockl 0 becomes> datablock3 THEN

datablockl ObI blocklength : = [ blocklength , channel 1 + ] -2 < >

IF datablockl 1 take.last.block.lines becomes> datablockl

obecomes> datablock3 THEN

\ datablockl en evt datablock3 gelezen

datadir# 1 + set.datadir \ opvolgende datadir

3276 get.max.line min 1 max blocklength :=
1 blocklength get.new.datablock becomes> datablock2

datablock2 ObI swap db>db.undef.rain ObI 3 roll = \ [- short.datablock]

IF drop blocklength 1 + linenumber : = \ p.63b-64

get.max.line 3600 min blocklength - blocklength :=
linenumber blocklength get.new.datablock

db> db. undef.rain becomes> datablock

ELSE becomes> datablock2 0 becomes> datablock THEN

datablock2 [ 1 , channel 1 + ] -2 < >

IF datablock2 1 take. first. block. lines becomes> datablock2

obecomes> datablock THEN
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\ datablockl, datablock2, evt. datablock, datablock3 gelezen;

\ bepaal intensity, zet in datablokken en schrijf in files

datadir# set.datadir get.max.line channel get.line.chan.data 0 =

datadir# 1 + set.datadir 1 channel get.line.chan.data 0 = OR

IF 0 ELSE -2 THEN intensity : =
intensity -2 =

IF

datablockl ObI datablock2 ObI 3 roll + 3276 < =

IF paste.blocks db> duration 10 *
ELSE

db> duration swap db> duration +
datablock db> duration + datablock3 db> duration + 10 * THEN

Tr> int* intensity : =

THEN

\ intensity bepaald, max.rel.fout = 10 %
datablock3 ?array IF channel 1 + xs intensity swap: = ELSE drop THEN

datablockl ?array IF channel I + xs intensity swap: = ELSE drop THEN

datablock ?array

IF []bl 1 - dup 0 >

IF take. first. block.lines channel 1 + xs intensity swap : =
ELSE drop drop THEN

datablock2 channel 1 + xs intensity swap : =

ELSE drop datablock2 ObI 1 - dup 0 >
IF take.first.block.lines channell + xs intensity swap: =

ELSE drop drop THEN

THEN \ datablokken bevatten nu intensity

datadir# set. datadir \ originele datadir

datablockl ObI dup blocklength : = get.max.line swap - 1 + put.datablock

datablock3 ?array IF ObI blocklength + get.max.line swap - 1 + put.datablock

ELSE drop THEN

datadir# 1 + set.datadir \ volgende datadir

datablock2 ObI blocklength : = 1 put.datablock

datablock ?array IF blocklength 1 + put.datablock ELSE drop THEN

datadir# set.datadir \ originele datadir

END.LOCAL

; \ convert. file. p > i. f. t
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Routine for Copy rain pulses from one channel to other channel

\ Example: 400 550 8 7 ddl.dd2.copy.c1.to.c2

\ WATCH OUT to use the channel numbers in the correct order!!

\ The next routine already exists in the fileconverter

\ (FILCNVRT. TXT):

\ : db.copy.chan \ copies chan nO to chan nl in db

\ datablock xsect[ ! , nO ] : =

\ datablock xsect[ ! • n1 ] : =

\ ; \ db.copy.chan

: ddl.dd2.copy.cl.to.c2 \ [ begindir# enddir# chan#l chan#2- ]

nl : = nO : =

\ nO is the source channel number

\ nl is the target channel number

INSTALL db.copy.chan IN handle.datablock

1 + swap DO I ?datadir

IF I set.datadir

THEN

handle. file \ this is a routine ·from FILEFUNC.TXT

\ handle. file handles DATA.DRP of the data directory

\ using "read.write. handle. min. to. max" from FILEFUNC.TXT

nO channel : = get.chan.info n1 chan> idf.overwrite

\ this line changes the header file of the current

\ datadirectory ( I )

LOOP

; \ ddl.dd2.copy.cl.to.c2
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Appendix-B Routines for the estimation of attenuation
due to rain in tropical regions

This appendix contains routines in ASYST used for the estimation of attenuation

due to rain.

Routines for The CCm-90 Model

\ forget.all

\

\ ************** Scalar variables ***************
\ real scalar counterf

\ ****************** ARRAYS ********************
real dim[ 6 ] array input.data.itu

Real dim[ 4 , 5 ] array k.and.alpha.20C

real dim[ 10 ] array p

real dim[ 11 , 5] array input.data.k.alpha

real dim[ 1 ] array pb

\ *************** Tokens **********************
Token AUX

Token Aux1

\ **************** Angles in Deg *********
deg

\ ******** Values of percentage of time
p @[ 1 ]
enter[ 0.001 , 0.002 , 0.005 , 0.01 , 0.02 , 0.05 , 0.1 , 0.2 , 0.5 , 1 ]

drop
\ array input.data.k.a1pha

\ ******* Values of k and alpha at 20 oC ***************
\ Create data-array

\ Interpolation of data with natural and clamped cspline

\ Data Base
10 k.and.a1pha.2OC ( 1 • 1 ) :=
12 k.and.alpha.2OC ( 2 • 1 ) :=
15 k.and.alpha.2OC ( 3 • 1 ) : =
20 k.and.alpha.2OC ( 4 • 1 ) : =
0.0101 k..and.alpha.2OC ( 1 • 2 ) : =
0.0188 k.and.a1pha.2OC ( 2 • 2 ) : =
0.0367 k.aod.a1pha.2OC ( 3 .2 ) : =
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0.0751 lc.and.alpha.2OC [ 4 , 2 ) :=
0.00887 k.and.alpha.2OC ( 1 • 3 ) :=
0.OI681c.and.alpba.2OC ( 2 .3) :=

0.0335 k.and.alpha.2OC [ 3 • 3 ) : =
0.0691 lc.and.alpha.2OC [ 4 .3 I :=
1.276 t.and.alpha.2OC ( 1 • 4 ] : =

1.217Ic.and.alpha.2OC (2.4]:=

1.154 lc.and.aJpha.2OC ( 3 .4 ) : =

1.099 k.and.alpha.2OC [ 4 .4 ] : =

1.264 t.and.alpha.2OC [ 1 • 5 ) : =

1.200 lc.and.alpha.2OC ( 2 • 5 ] : =

1.128 lc.and.aJpha.2OC ( 3 , 5 ] : =

1.065 lc.and.alpha.2OC [ 4 , 5 ) : =

\ ************** INTERPOLATION TO CCIR-90 MODEL ************
\ CUBIC INTERPOLATION

\ Cubic interpolation

\ Interpolation of values of 20C

: Method.one

natural.cspline

11

cspline. interpolate

; \ [ - ]

: interp.two.to.20C \ Applied clamped interpolation

k.and.alpha.20C

xsect[ 1 ]

k.and.alpha.20C
xsect[ 2 ]

method.one
swap drop

k.and.alpha.20C

xsect[ 1 ]

k.and.alpha.20C

xsect[ 3 ]

method.one

swap drop
k.and.alpha.20C
xsect[ 1 ]
k.and.alpha.20C

xsect[ 4 ]
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method. one

swap drop

k.and.alpha.20C

xseet[ 1 ]

k.and.alpha.20C

xseet[ 5 ]
method.one

swap

; \ [ _ .... kh, kv, alphah, alphav, free ]

\ ******* ITU-R Model *****************************

\ INPUT DATA

: Input.data.itu-r

CR ." RO.Ol % [mm/h] : "#input input.data.itu [ 1 ] : =

CR ." Altitude above sea level [ Km ]: "#input input.data.itu [ 2 ] : =

CR ." Elevation Angle [ Deg ] : "#input input.data.itu [ 3 ] : =

CR ." Latitude [Deg] : "#input input.data.itu [ 4 ] : =

CR ." Tilt Angle [Dcg] : "#input input.data.itu [ 6 ] :=
CR ." Frequency [GHz] : "#input input.data.itu [ 5 ] : =

: Choose.frequency.to.k.a

\ Integer values of frequency

dup 1 modulo dup 0.5 <
IF - 9 -

ELSE - 8-

then

counterf : =

\ load.overlay cspline

: Interpolation.to.f.k.a

\ Colocar interp.one. to.20C

Interp.one.to.20C

inpuLdata.k.a1pha xsect[ ! , 1 ] : =

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ ! , 2 ] :=
input.data.k.alpha xsect[ ! , 3 ] : =
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input.data.k.alpha xsect[ ! , 4 ] : =

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ ! , 5 ] ;=

\ ********** Values Alpha and K *****

: k.and.alfa

2 * cos swap cos 2 ** *
becomes> aux

dup rot dup

rot

dup

rot

dup

rot + rot
rot-NEG

aux * +
becomes> aux 1

swap rot *
swap rot *
dup rot dup

rot + unrot -

aux * + aux 1 dup rot swap I
swap 2 I

; \ [ - k, alfa ] *****

\ ************************
: ITU-R.MODEL \ ITU - R MODEL

\ ***********************
interpolation. to.f.k.a

input.data.itu [ 4 ] 0.028 * 3 +
input.data.itu [ 2 ] -

input.data.itu [ 3 ] sin I dup \ [ _ Ls Ls ]

input.data.itu [ 3 ] cos * \ [_ LS, LG ]

input.data.itu [ 1 ] 0.015 NEG * EXP 35 * \ [ LS, LG, LO]

I 1 + 1 swap I \ [ _ LS, rO.0 1 ]

\ ***************** Calculation K and Alpha **************
input.data.itu [ 5 ]
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Choose. frequency. to. k.a

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 4 ] \ alphah

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 5 ] \ alphav

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 2 ] \ kh

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 3 ] \ kv

input.data.itu [ 3 ] \ teta

input.data. itu [ 6 ] \ Tao

\ colocar en stack alphas y K

\ Routine to K and Alpha

k.and.alfa

\ [_ k alpha]

input.data.itu [ 1 ] swap ** * \ [ _ LS, rO.O!, specific.attenuation ]

\ ************* Attenuation exceeded for 0.01 % of an average year ****

* * \ Attenuation for 0.01 % [_ AO.01 ]

\ p Dramp p 0.99 - 20 / P : =
p dup LOG .043 * 0.546 + NEG

**0.12*dup

rot *
\ [ _Ap/AO.01, Ap] "0 < P < 1%"

\ P swap xy.auto.plot

Routines for The Crane Model

\ ************ Chosen of Rain.climate.region *****************

\
: Input.climate.region

111

DO

CR ." Rp [ mm/h ]: "#input

Rp.input [ I] : =

LOOP

Rp.input becomes> Rp(mm/h)
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: Surface.point.rain.rate
climate. regions xsect[ ! , 1 ] becomes> P%
CR ." Four rain climate regions { 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5[Rp(mm/h)] } : " UINPUT
rain.climate.region :=
rain.climate. region

CASE

1 OF climate. regions xsect[ ! , 2 ] becomes> Rp(mm/h) ENDOF
2 OF climate. regions xsect[ ! , 3] becomes> Rp(mm/h) ENDOF

3 OF climate. regions xsect[ ! , 4 ] becomes> Rp(mm/h) ENDOF

4 OF climate. regions xsect[ ! , 5 ] becomes> Rp(mm/h) ENDOF
5 OF Input. climate. region ENDOF
MYSELF

ENDCASE

\

\ ***************** Height Isotherm *********
: HEIGHT.ISOTHERM

CR ." Latitude between 0 and 30 [ Deg ] :" UINPUT LATITUDE : =

Latitude 0 > = LATITUDE 10 < AND
IF H xsect[ ! , 1 ] Hist :=
ELSE Latitude 10 > = LATITUDE 20 < AND

IF H xsect[ ! , 2 ] Hist : =

ELSE Latitude 20 > = LATITUDE 25 < AND
IF H xsect[ ! , 3 ] Hist : =

ELSE Latitude 25 > = LATITUDE 30 < AND

IF H xsect[ ! , 4 ] Hist : =

ELSE MYSELF \ CR . II Latitude between 0 and 30 " Uinput Latitude :=
THEN
THEN

THEN

THEN

\

\ *************** Compute the surface projected path length ******
: D.and.L.E> =10

Hist Ho - E tan I D : =
DE cos I L:=

.,
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: D.and.L.E< 10

8500 Ho + 2 ** E sin ** * Hist Ho - 17000 * + Hist 2 ** + Ho 2 ** - SQRT
Ho 8500 + E Sin * Neg + dup L :=
E COS * 8500 Hist + I
Asin Fi : =

Fi 8500 Ho + * D : =

: Surface.projected.path
CR ." ELEVATION ANGLE [Deg] :" #INPUT E:=
CR ." HEIGTH OF EARTH STATION [ Km ] : " #INPUT Ho : =

E 10 > = IF D.and.L.E> =10
ELSE D.and.L.E< 10

THEN

\ ********************** Frequency dependent coefficient *********
: Coeficientes.a.b

CR ." FREQUENCY [ GHz ]: "#INPUT F :=

0.0000421 F 2.42 ** * a : =
1.41 F 0.0779 neg ** * b: =

\

\ *************** Calculation of P accord to D ******************
: P.RP.D

111 DO
D [ I] 22.5 >

IF 22.5 D [ I ] I P% [ I ] * P% [ I ] := Then
Loop

\ *************** Calculation of constants d1, x, v, u ************
\
: CONSTANTS.d1.x.v.u

3.8 0.6 Rp(mm/h) Ln * - dl : =

2.3 Rp(mm/h) 0.17 Neg ** * x : =
0.026 0.03 Rp(mm/h) Ln * - v :=
x v d1 * EXP * LN d1 I u :=
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\
: Lr(dB).D < =dl

u b D [ i ] * * EXP 1 - u b * I a * L * Rp(mm/h) b ** * D [ i ] /

Lr(dB) : =

: Lr(dB).D >dl

u b dl [ i ] * * EXP 1 - u b * I vb dl [ i ] * * EXP x b ** * vb * / 
v b D [ i ] * * EXP x b ** * v b * I +
a L * * Rp(mm/h) b ** * D [ i ] I
Lr(dB) :=

.,
: P%.Lr(dB)

11 1
DO

D [ I ] dl [ I] >
IF

Lr(dB).D > dl

ELSE Lr(dB).D < =dl

THEN

LOOP

P% Lr(dB) XY.AUTO.PLOT

\

\ ************** INPUT DATA *****************
: crane. model

obecomes> P %

obecomes> Rp(mm/h)

read.data. file. rain.cli

Surface.point. rain. rate

HEIGHT.ISOTHERM

Surface.projected.path

Coeficientes.a.b

P.RP.D

CONSTANTS.dl.x.v.u

\ **************** Presentation of P and Lr(dB) ***********
P%.Lr(dB)
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Routines for The Ajayi Model

\ *********** INPUT DATA *******************
\

: INPUT.DATA.AJAYI
CR ." RO.Ol % [mm/h] : "#input input.data.aja [ 1 ] : =
CR ." Altitude above sea level [ Km ]: "#input input.data.aja [ 2 ] : =

CR ." Elevation Angle [ Deg ] : "#input input.data.aja [ 3 ] : =

CR ." Latitude [Deg] : "#input input.data.aja [ 4 ] : =
\ CR ." Tilt Angle [Deg] " #input input.data.aja [ 6 ] : =

CR ." Frequency [GHz] : "#input input.data.aja [ 5 ] : =

45 input.data.aja [ 6 ] : =

\ THE AlAYI MODEL

\ ************************
: hfr

input.data.aja [ 4 ] dup 0 > = 23 < AND

IF 5

ELSE input.data.aja [ 4 ] 23 - 0.075 * 5 swap 

THEN

: Is<Teta

hfr input.data.aja [ 2 ] - 2 * dup

8500 / input.data.aja [ 3 ] Sin 2 ** + 0.5 **
input.data.aja [ 3 ] sin + I

: Is

input.data.aja [ 3 ] 5 >
If hfr input.data.aja [ 2 ] 

input.data.aja [ 3 ] sin I
Else Is < Teta

Then

: 19
Is input.data.aja [ 3 ] cos *

\ : rO.OI
\ input.data.aja [ 1 ] -0.015 * EXP 35 *
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\ Lg swap I 1 + 1 swap I
\ .,

: rhO.Ol

input.data.aja [ 1 ] 1.01 ** Ig 0.002 ** * 1 +
1 swap I

: rvO.Ol

input.data.aja [ 4 ] 1.5 ** .4 * 5 +
hfr swap I 1 +
1 swap I

: eps

hfr rvO.Ol * 19 rhO.OI * I
ATAN

: Ie \ [_ rvhO.Ol, Ie]

eps input.data.aja [ 3 ] >
IF rhO.OI dup Ig * input.data.aja [ 3 ] Cos I

ELSE rvO.Ol dup hfr * input.data.aja [ 3 ] sin I
THEN

: a. specattAb

inpuLdata.aja [ 5 ]

Choose. frequency. to. k.a

eps input.data.aja [ 3 ] >
IF input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 5 ] \ ah

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 3 ] \ bh

swap

ELSE

input.data.k.aIpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 4 ] \ av

input.data.k.aIpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 2 ] \ bv

THEN
\ [ a b]
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INPUT.DATA.AJA [ 1 ] swap ** *

: spec.att

\ ***************** Calculation Coefficients a and b **************
input.data.aja [ 5 ]
Choose. frequency. to. k.a

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 4 ] \ alphah

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 5 ] \ alphav

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 2 ] \ kh
input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 3 ] \ lev
input.data.aja [ 3 ] \ teta

input.data.aja [ 6] \ Tao

k.and.alfa
\ [ _ a b ] \ specific atte : aRAb

input.data.aja [ 1 ] swap ** *

\ ************** Attenuation exceeded for 0.01 % of an average year
: Ap \

\ spec.att Ie * * \ [ _ AO.Ol]

a.specattAb Ie * * \ [ _ AO.Ol]

\ p Dramp 1 - 20 I p :=

p dup LOG .043 * 0.546 + NEG

** 0.12 * dup

rot *
; \ [ _ ApIAO.Ol, Ap] "0 < P < 1%"

: AlAYI.MODEL

interpolation.to.f.k.a

Ap

\ P swap x.auto.plot

Routines for The Moupfouma Model

\ The specific attenuation is calculated then the routine of the Ajayi or the CCIR-90
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\ models should be used for the estimation of attenuation due to rain.

\ input.data.k.alpha xsec[ ! , 5 ] : =
\ :input.data.mo

\ Input vector with R values

\ ****************
\ Calculation of Specific Attenuation

: wI

300 input.data.moupf [ 5 ] 1000 * / 100 *

: no 205.3 wI! 38.15 neg + ;

: betao input.data.moupf [ 5 ] 22.6 ! 5 swap - ;

: nt R 0.363 ** 108 * ;
: u R Ln 0.199 * -0.195 + ;
: sd"'2 R LN 0.013 * 0.137 + ;

: spec.aU.90

sd"'2 sqrt betao * 2 sqrt ! 2 ** betao u * + EXP

no * nt * 2 betao ** /
0.00010 * input.data.moupf [5 ] ! \ 10"'7 X 10"'-3

2.606 *
; \ Specific attenuation to 900 [ _ spec.att.90 ]

: nv94.1 wl/ 15.6 neg +;
: nh 159.6 wI! 24.85 NEG + ;
: betav input.data.moupf [ 5 ] 20 / 4.88 swap - ;

: betah input.data.moupf [ 5 ] 20 / 5.05 swap - ;

: spec.att.O.v

sd"'2 sqrt betav * 2 sqrt / 2 ** betav u * + EXP

nv * nt * 2 betav ** !
0.0001 * input.data.moupf [ 5 ] / \ 1O"'7x10"'-3

2.606 *
; \ Specific attenuation to 00 V [ _ spec.att.OV ]
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: spec.atl.O.h

sdA 2 sqrt betah * 2 sqrt / 2 ** betah u * + EXP

nh * nt * 2 betah ** /
0.00010 * inpul.data.moupf [ 5 ] / \ lOA 7xlOA -3

2.606 *
; \ Specific attenuation to 00 H [ _ spec.att.OH ]

: spec.att.O.c

spec.att.O.h 2 ** spec.att.O.v 2 ** + 2 / sqrt

: spec.atl. vertical

deg

inpul.data.moupf [ 3 ] 2 * COS dup 1 swap - spec.au.90 *
swap 1 + spec.atl.O.v * + .5 *

: spec.att. horizontal

deg

inpul.data.moupf [ 3 ] 2 * COS dup 1 swap - spec.att.90 *
swap 1 + spec.att.O.h * + .5 *

: spec.att.circular

spec.att.horizontal 2 ** spec.att.vertical 2 ** + 2 / sqrt

Routines for The Juy Model

\ Modification of CCIR method( T 564-3V 1986)

\ ************************** Input DATA
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: input.HR \ Determination Effective Height

input.data.juy [ 4 ] 20 < =
IF 3

ELSE input.data.juy [ 4 ] 20 >
input.data.juy [ 4 ] 36 <
and

if input.data.juy [ 4 ] 20 - 0.00625 * 3 +
else input.data.j

then

THEN

\ ***********************
\ Calculation of Ls

input.data.juy [ 2 ] -

input.data.juy [ 3 ] sin I dup \ [ _ Ls Ls ]

input.data.juy [ 3 ] cos * \ [_ LS, LG ]

0.065 * 1 + 1 swap I \ [ _ Ls, rO.O ]

\ ***************** Calculation K and Alpha **************
\
input.data.juy [ 5 ]

1 modulo counterf : =

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 4 ] \ alphah

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 5 ] \ alphav

input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 2] \ kh
input.data.k.alpha xsect[ counterf , ! ] [ 3 ] \ kv

input.data.juy [ 3 ] \ teta

inpuLdata.juy [ 6 ] \ Tao

\ juy.model

: input.data.juy [ 1 ] swap ** * \ [ LS, rO.l, specific.attenuation ]

\ ******************** Attenuation exceeded for 0.01 % of an average

\ **** year
* * \ [_ AO.! ]
\ p Dramp ! - 20 I p : =

p dup LOG dup 2 ** .047 * swap 0.31 * 0.9 + NEG

** 0.23 * dup
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rot *
\ [ _Ap/AO.l, Ap] "0 < P < 1%"

Routines for The Matricciani Model

\
forget. all
\

\ ****************** ARRAYS ********************
real dim[ 1 ] array Ioab
real dim[ 1 ] array Ilab
real dim[ 1 ] array alphaha
real dim[ 1 ] array alphava

real dim[ 1 ] array kha

real dim[ 1 ] array kva
real dim[ 1 ] array tetaa

real dim[ 1 ] array taoa
real dim[ 1 ] array alphahb
real dim[ 1 ] array alphavb
real dim[ 1 ] array khb
real dim[ 1 ] array kvb

real dim[ 1 ] array tetab
real dim[ 1 ] array taob

real dim[ 2 ] array u.and.sd
real dim[ 10 ] array attenuation.db

real dim[ 3 ] array input.data
real dim[ 101 ] array tt
real dim[ 1 ] array pa
real dim[ 1 ] array pb

\ *************** Tokens **********************
Token aux
Token auxl

Token Aux2

\
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\ ************* Initialization of tt ************
tt Oramp tt 1 ~ 100 Itt: ==

\ **************** Angles in Deg *********
deg

\ *********** INPUT DATA *******************
\
: Input.el~s.f \ Input elevation angle, altitude above sea level and Frequency

CR ." Elevation Angle [deg]: "#input input.data [ 1 ] : ==
CR ." Altitude above sea level [Km]: "#input input.data [ 2 ] : ==
CR ." Frequency [GHz]: "#input input.data [ 3 ] : ==

: input. u.and.sd \ Input u and sd of layer A

CR ." Average u : " #input u.and.sd [ 1 ] : ==
CR ." Standard deviation : "#input u.and.sd [ 2 ] : ==

\ : input.adbs \ exceeding A (Attenuation) in dB in the unconditional time

\ \ i.e. the period of time including rain time and non-raining time

\ CR." Exceeding attenuation [ db] :" #input attenuation.db : ==
\ ;
\
: input.alpha.k.a

CR ." alphaHA : "#input alphaha : ==
CR ." alphaVA : "#input alphava : ==
CR ." KHA :" #input kha :==
CR ." KVA : " #input kva : ==
CR ." OA [deg] :" #input Tetaa : ==
CR ." rA [deg] :" #input TaoA : ==

\
: input.alpha.k.b

CR ." alphaHb : "#input alphahb : ==
CR ." alphaVb : "#input alphavb : ==
CR ." KHb :" #input khb : ==
CR ." KVb :" #input kvb : ==
CR ." Ob [deg] :" #input Tetab : ==
CR ." rb [deg] :" #input Taob : ==
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: k.and.alfa

2 * cos swap cos 2 ** *
becomes> aux
dup rot dup
rot
dup

rot
dup
rot + rot
rot - NEG

aux * +
becomes> aux I

swap rot *
swap rot *
dup rot dup

rot + unrot-
aux * + auxl dup rot swap /
swap 2/

; \ [ - alfa, k ] *****

\ ******* Calculate of V(l), V(2) and So ***************
: v.l

k.and.alfa

swap dup u.and.sd [ 2 ] * 2 **
swap u.and.sd [ 1 ] * 2 *
+ 2/ EXP *

; \ [ _ v(1)]

\ *****************
\
: v.2

k.and.alfa

swap dup u.and.sd [2 ] * 2 * 2 **
swap u.and.sd [ I ] * 4 *
+ 2 / EXP swap 2 ** *

; \ [ v(2)]

\ *******************
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\
: soa.2

alphaha alphava kha kva tetaa taoa
k.and.alfa

dup rot dup rot

swap dup u.and.sd [ 2 ] * 2 **
swap u.and.sd [ 1 ] * 2 *
+ 2 / EXP * \ Calculate va( I)
swap rot
swap dup u.and.sd [ 2 ] * 2 * 2 **
swap u.and.sd [ 1 ] * 4 *
+ 2 / EXP swap 2 ** * \ Calculate va(2)

swap 2 ** -
; \ Calculate Soa"2[ _ So"2]

\

\ ************
\

: sob.2
alphahb alphavb khb kvb tetab taob
k.and.alfa

dup rot dup rot

swap dup u.and.sd [ 2 ] * 2 **
swap u.and.sd [ 1 ] 3.134 Ln + * 2 *

+ 2 / EXP * \ Calculate vb(1)

swap rot

swap dup u.and.sd [ 2 ] * 2 * 2 **
swap u.and.sd [ 1 ] 3.134 Ln + * 4 *
+ 2 / EXP swap 2 ** * \ Calculate vb(2)

swap 2 ** -
; \ Calculate SobA 2[ _ SobA 2]

: la.and.lb

input.data [ 2 ]
input.data [ 1 ]

sin dup
rot dup 3.6 swap 
swap 4 swap-

rot swap /
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unrot / inv swap inv

; \ [ _ La, Lb]

:m
alphaha alphava kha kva tetaa taoa

alphahb alphavb khb kvb tetab taob

k.and.alfa

swap dup u.and.sd [ 2 ] * 2 **
swap u.and.sd [ 1 ] * 2 *
+ 2/ EXP *

\ [ _ alfaha, alfaha, Kha, Khb, teta, Tao, vb(l)]

becomes> aux2

k.and.alfa

swap dup u.and.sd [ 2 ] * 2 **
swap u.and.sd [ 1 ] 3.134 Ln + * 2 *
+ 2 / EXP * aux2 swap

\ [_ Va(l), Vb(l) ]

inpuLdata [ 2 ]

inpuLdata [ 1 ]

sin dup

rot dup 3.6 swap 

swap 4 swap-

rot swap /

unrot / inv swap inv

\ [ Va(l), Vb(l), La, Lb ]

swap dup rot swap -

rot * unrot * +
; \ [_ M] *****************

\ ************** Variance of attenuation *****************
: beta

.46 input.data [ 1 ] cos * 32 cos /

; \ [ _ beta(teta) ]

: qa

u.and.sd [ 2 ] 2 ** 1 - EXP
; \ [ _ qa ]

: pa.and.g

alphaha alphava kha leva tetaa taoa
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k.and.alfa swap 2 ** dup

u.and.sd [ 2 ] 2 ** * exp 1 
rot . dup pa : =
[ 1 ] swap [ 1 ] swap

; \ [alphah, alphav, kh, lev, teta, tao _ g, pa]

: aa Beta la.and.lb
. dup rot *

; \ [ _ la, aa]

: fa(t)

pa.and.g

tt neg exp qa * 1 + rot **
; \ [ alfpah, alphav, kh, lev, teta,tao, _ Pa, f(t) ]

: loa

fa(t) aa tt - rot * integrate.data 100 I aa swap. * [ 101 ]
; \ [ _ Pa, la, loa]

\ ********** Calculation of la **************************
\

\

: la \ [alfah, alfav, kh, lev, teta, tao _ la]

loa

2 * beta 2 ** I rot dup rot swap I
unrot swap 2 ** swap I -

\ [ Numerical Integration]

\ ************** Calculation of Elements onto Ib ***********
: pb.and.g

alphahb alphavb khb levb tetab taob

k.and.alfa swap 2 ** dup

u.and.sd [ 2 ] 2 ** * exp 1 -
rot . dup pb : =
[ 1 ] swap [ 1 ] swap

; \ [ alphah, alphav, kh, lev, teta, tao _ g, pb ]

: bb

la.and.lb dup beta *
; \ [ _ la, lb, bb ]
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: fu(t)

pb.and.g tt neg exp qa * 1 + rot **
; \ [ alfpah, alphav, kh, kv, teta, tao, _ Pb, fu(t) ]

: lob
fu(t) bb aa rot swap -
unrot - rot . swap unrot swap dup rot tt - rot *
integrate.data 100 / * [ 101 ]

; \ [ _ pb, lb-Ia, lob]

\ ********** Calculation of Ib **************************

\
\
: Ib \ [ alfah, alfav, kh , kv, teta, tao _ Ib ]

lob
2 * beta 2 ** / rot dup rot swap /
unrot swap 2 ** swap / -

\ [ Numerical Integration]

\ ********************* *********************
: gab \ [ alphah, alphav, kh, kv, teta, tao, alphah, ... _ gab]

alphaha alphava kha kva tetaa taoa

k.and.alfa
alphahb alphavb khb kvb tetab taob

k.and.alfa
. rot * swap . [ 1 ]

; \ [ alfaa*alfab ]

: fab(t)

gab tt neg exp qa * 1 + swap **
; \ [ alfpah, alphav, kh, kv, teta,tao, alfah. alfav.. _ fab(t)]
: IOab
\ IOab

fab(t)

becomes> aux

aux tt *
integrate.data 100 / aa swap unrot * [ 101 ]

\ [ la, loab ]

loab : =
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\ stack.clear

\
\ Ilab

aux integrate.data 100 I
becomes> aux 1

bb aa rot swap dup rot swap -

auxl * [ 101] \ Integration of f(t) between 0 - ( b-a )

swap dup auxl * [ 101 ] \ Integration of f(t) between 0 - a

- * \ {Integration of f(t) between (b-a) to a} * a

\ [ _ la, Ib, la, Ilab ]

Ilab : =

\ stack.clear

\ 12ab

aux becomes> aux I

bb dup tt - auxl *
integrate.data 100 I
becomes> aux I

dup aa rot swap -

auxl * [ 101 ] \ Integration of f(1) between 0 to ( b-a )

rot aux 1 * [ 101 ] \ Integration of f(t) between 0 to b

swap -

\ [ _ la, lb, la, 12ab ]

loab Ilab + +

rot rot drop drop \ Last change 30 6 94

rot rot drop drop \ last change 30 6 94

swap unrot

; \ [ _ la, Ib, la, {Ioab+Ilab+I2ab} ]

\ ********** Calculation of lab **************************
\
\
: lab \ [ alfah, alfav, kh, kv, teta, tao, alfah, alfav, kh, kv, .. _ lab]

Wab

pa pb * sqrt dup beta 2 ** * swap unrot swap I becomes> aux

unrot - rot * swap I
aux swap -

; \ [ _ lab]

\ [ Numerical Integration]
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\ ***************************** Calculation of S"''2 ************
: S.2

soa.2 la *
sob.2 soa.2 * lab * 2 *
sob.2 Ib *
++

; \ [ _ S"'2]

\ ****** Calculation of standard deviation and median value ***********
: sd.and.u

s.2 m dup 2 ** rot swap / 1 + Ln dup

rot Ln swap 2 / -

[ 1 ] swap [ 1 ]
; \ [ _ u, sd ]

\

\ ********** Log-normal function of Attenuation **********************
: P(A)

attenuation.db LN sd.and. u sqrt
normal.dist

1 swap -

0.04 *
; \ [ P(A)] Probability of exceeding A(db) in the unconditional time.
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Appendix-C Manual for Data Processing ASYST
programs made by Mr. C. Grolleman

MANUAL FOR DATA PROCESSING

Symbols use in this manual

{ } commentaries

[_ ] In _ Out in number stack

( _ ) In _ Out in symbol stack

o. Reading the original Data in D:\

0.1 For processing the date, it must be 80 Mbytes in directory d:\ for

processing of one year-data.

0.2 Read data from CD-rom.
The data directory have the names between dataOOO to data400 in CD-Rom.

The data are in ascendent time order.

a. To copy the data directories in d:\ with names between DATAOOO
to DATAl000. In ascending order and according to the date of

creation.

Example: CD-Rom:

D

DATA100

DATA450

b. Each directory Datannn has to contain two files in D:\. These files
are DATA.drp and IDF.drp. When the original directory ( CD-rom
directory) has files with other names, as 436data.drp or 436idf.drp,

These names have to be changes by Data.drp and idf.drp for

processing. It can be done with MS-DOS. When the original
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directory has several data and idf files the date and time of
creation of the files can be checked in order to copy the files in

sequencial order in the directory d:\ .

1. General information

1.1 ASYST version( Chris Grolleman) for processing starts with CAS.

The programs are divided as follows:

BASVARS.TXT
PLOT.TXT

FILECNVRT.TXT

FILECHECK.TXT

STATPROC.TXT
ATSATM.TXT
ADER.TXT
EVSELECT.TXT
EVDURAN.TXT

Basic routines used by other routines.
Routines related to show the results on screen, pare

or file.
Routines performing actiones on files or datablock.

Routines for checking of files.
Routines for making statistics

Routines related to the analysis of TM
Routines related to the predicted attenuation.
Routines related to selecting the events on the screen.
Routines to related to the analysis of the event

duration.

The routines are functions and they are called colons in ASYST.

The blockdata is characterized by data directory, line number and date and
time
dd# Datadirectory [ number between 000 999 ]
Ln Line number [ between 1 and maximum 3276]

dt Date and time [ dd mm yy hh mm ss ]

1.2 Execute CAS. It is batch me. CAS enters to ASYST

1.3 Load the basic routines with F9

2. Read and convert data

2.1 LFC Loads the routines for the conversion of data
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2.2 Adition of day-number to data

Convert.fiIe.add.day#.auto \ [begindd# einddd# _ ]

This routine adds day numbers to the data.drp files.

Beggindd#: The number of the DATAnnn directory in D:\ in which the
conversion starts.

Einddd#: The number of the DATAnnn directory in D:\ in which the
conversion finishes.

convert.fiIe.add.day# \ [ ]

This routine adds day-number only to one data.drp file.

Note: Specification of the current directory can be done with the routine:
SDD.

SDD Prompts the current directory \ [dd ]

DDS prompts the data directories between two datannn \ [ dd 1 dd2 _ ]

2.3 Conversion to "engineering units ll

Convert.file.to.eng.units.auto \ [begindd# einddd# _ ]
This routine converts the files of datannn directories to engineering units.
This conversion is to the files data.drp and idf.drp.

Convert.file.to.eng.units \ [ _ ]

This routine converts to engineering units only the the current directory.

This conversion is valid for all channels except the channel of rain.

Other routines use in the conversion to engineering units:

tfts \ [ begindd# einddd# _ ]

Prompts date and times of the beginning and the ending of the files
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gd. \ [linenumber blocklength _ ]

Prompts the blocklength that begins in linenumber

After the conversion. This files can be copied to other area of the d:\ to be
used to the processing. It is optional. It can be done with the following

routine:

Copy.dds.add.# \ [ begindd# einddd# offset# _ ]

With this routine the set of datannn files can be copied to another area of
the d:\ with the next name on the datann directories:

begindd# + offset#.

Example: Data543 convert directory
Offset 157
New directory Data700

The offset can be positive or negative
The new data directories can be call with dd I for the beginning and dd2 for

the ending of the set of directories.

3. Checking and repairing of internal and external file-time errors.

3.1 Errors in data files

Internal error:

External error:

Error insides of the data.drp file that have been
repaired. There is only one type of this errors.

Error outsides of the data.drp file that have been

repaired. There are two types of error: Errors

between files and error in the top or bottom of the

file.

3.2 Checking of internal time error

The checking can be done manually with the ASCII file chktimes. txt. The

following routines create this file:
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Make.chktimes.txt \ [begindd# einddd# _ ]

This routine does the checking of the internal errors in the data convert

files and makes the text file chktimes.txt in D:\ directory. This file is in
ASCII and it can be used to repair the internal errors.
The chktimes.txt file gives the information of internal error with the
following format

H:+sssx

Where: H is the hour with error

- missing seconds

+ exceeding seconds

sss number of seconds

x = d if the hour is after the first night in the status channel
x = dd if the hour is after the second night in the status channel

There are two cases without x in the format. The hour is in the
first day or the hours is between two midnights. Examples:

12:-26Od, means at 12 hours of second day it is missing 260

seconds.
12:-26Odd 10:-240, means at 10 hours of third day missing
240 seconds.

3.3 Repairing of internal time error

After the error can be detected. They can be repaired with the following

data:

Insert.ud.db.after.In \ [ linenumber _ ]
This routine repairs the internal error. In the number stack can be the

linenumber before the reparation data.

db.#secon.in.hour \ [hour_ ]
This routine finds the number of seconds in one hours. It is in CheckFile

routines

3.4 Checking external errors
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The external erros are checked with the routine
Tfts \ [ begindd# einddd# _ ]

This routine gives the date and time of the beginning and ending of the data
directories

3.5 Repairing of external errors

ddl.dd2.fiIl.gaps \ [begindd# einddd# - ]

Routine repairs the external errors

extend.ddl.until.dd2 \ [ ddl dd2 _ ]
This routine repairs external error between two files

3.6 Repairing errors in the IDF.DRP f"Iles

ddl.dd2.repair.fbdts \ [ ddl dd2 _ ]

This routine repairs the times in idf.drp files

After the checking and repairing the data files. These have to contain at least 6000
lines, if not ASYST will crash!!!. Therefore, the number of lines can be checked
before the execution of the next steps. The checking can be done with the routine
tfts.

There is a routine to create files with more that 6000 line:

append.dd2.to.ddl \ [ddl dd2 _ ]
This routine append dd2 to dd 1. dd2 is not delete

ddl.dd2.sequence \ [ ddl dd2 _]
This routine changes the numbers of the datannn directories in sequencia!
order. It is used after the routine append.dd2.to.ddl

4. The updating date and times

After checking and repairing the internal and external errors, the updating date and

times in the files have to be done with the function:

ddl.dd2 >datatime \ [begindd# einddd# _ ]
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Suggestion:
Before the starting of the conversion for the rain channel, the number of pulses
can be copied to another channel.. The routine that does it is :

ddl.dd2.eopy.el.to.e2 \ [Begindir# enddir# Chan#l chan#2 _ ]

This routine copies data from a channel to another one

From: channel#l

To: channel#2

5. Conversion of rain channel

The conversion is done with the routines:

Convert.fiIe.p> Lauto \ [ begindd# einddd# _ ]

This routine converts rain pulses to rain intensity with variable integration time

ddl.dd2.pch > reh.auto \ [ ddl dd2 chan# chan# _ ]
This routine converts rain pulses to rain intensity with integration time of 1 minute

rain.pulse> rain.int.lmin \ [ dtbegin _]
This routine converts rain pulses to rain intensity with integration time of 1 minute

6. Making plots

The routines draw plots are:

make.month.year.sheet.fiIes \
This routine makes sheets per week

[ month# year# _ ]

date.ehan.dayplot \ [ dt chan# _ ]

This routine makes sheet per day

7. Making Cumulative Distribution

The routine makes the cummulative distribution is:
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dtl.dt2.chan.rnake.histoarr \ [ dtl dt2 chan# _ ]

This routine makes the cummulative distribution of channel

8. General Routines

tfts \ [ddI dd2 _ ]

This routine prompts times and dates of the idf.drp files

sdd \ [dd# _]

This routine prompts the current directory

dt>ln \ [dt _ Ln]

This routine put on the stack line number

get.data.block \ [ Ln, Length _ datablock]
This routine put datablock on the stack

chn.val> sig.val \ [ Chan_ Sig.val]

This routine put on the stack the signal value of the data directory

dspace \ [_space in D:]

This routine put on the stack the free space in drive d:\

dt>dd# \ [dt dd#]

dt> In \ [ dt _ Ln ]

In>dt \ [ In_dt]

dd> datatime [ dd# _ ]

Type.list \ [List _ ]

List can be datatime, eventlist and so on.

Function used after converter and checker functions

File.gaps.in.files \ To fill gap in the files
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ddl.dd2.repare.fu.dts \ Repair internal errors.

ITS [dd# _] Revision of idf file

Signal# > signal.info

Signal#> idf.

There are routines to delete data directories:

deI.datadir \ [dir# _ ]

Delete data directory

delete.datadirs \ [begind# endedd# _ ]
Delete data directories between begind# and endd#.

There are other routines that help to edit the files up this point:

check.file.for.nonzero.rain \ [_ ]

This routine checks nonzeros in rain channel

last.lines \ [ #lines _ ]

This routine prompt the last lines specifies in stack of the data.drp

first.lines \ [#lines _ ]
This routine prompt the first lines of the data.drp
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Appendix-D ASYST functions for Log-normal
Distribution, Interpolation function and
curve fitting operation

This appendix contains the Asyst functions used in this report for the calculation of

mean value and standard deviation of log-normal distribution, cubic spline
interpolation and fitting curve.

NORMAL.DIST [ X p, (f - P(X) ]

This function returns the probability that a random variable x will assume a value
less than X, when x is normally distributed with mean (p.) and standard deviation
(0).

NORMAL.FRACTILE [ P(X) p, (J - X ]

This function returns the value X such that the probability P(x <X) is equal to the

input value P(X), where x is normally distributed random variable with mean p.

and standard deviation u.

LEASTSQ.EXP.FIT [X Y - A]

Computes the parameters a, b of the exponential function y-exp(ax+b) that best

fits the x,y-data pairs stored in the linear arrays X and Y. A is an array of length
2 containing (a,b).

NATURAL.CSPLINE [-] (-)

Set CSPLlNE.INTERPOLATE to assume that the second derivative values at the
ends of the curve are zero.
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CLAMPED.CSPLINE [-](-)

Sets CSPLINE.INTERPOLATE to estimate the first derivatives at the ends. The
derivative is estimated as the slope of the data at the ends.

CSPLINE.INTERPOLATE

[ X_array Y_array N - X'_array Y'_array]

Interpolates one-dimensional X and Y arrays onto N evenly spaced X values. If
the minimum values of the original X array are Xm and XM, then the X' array

spans the range Xm to XM in N points and the Y' array holds the N values of the

spline curve evaluated at the X' points. The input X array must be sorted in

increasing value.

CURVE.FIT

Where

[X , Y ; F[X] , JACOB[X] ; Cl , C2 , ... , em ]

X is an array that contains the input arguments for the fitting function.

Y is a I-dimensional array containing the target y-values.

F[X] is a function for the fitting operation.

JACOB[X] is an optional entry in the parameter list. It allows the user to

supply his own routine for computing the jacobian of the fitting

function. If this routine is omitted, then the Jacobean is computed

automatically using a numerical differentiation process.

Ci is a named scalar or array element that is used as a parameter of

F[X]. The values of the Ci's are adjusted to optimize the fit.

Performs a least squares non-linear curve fit according to the specifications in the

parameter list.
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GAUSS-NEWfON.FIT [ - ]

Causes subsequent curve fits to be carried out using the Gauss-Newton method.

BFGS.FIT [ - ]

Causes subsequent curve fits to be carried out using the BFGS method.

HYBRID.FIT [ - ]

Causes subsequent curve fits to be carried out using a hybrid method between the

Gauss-Newton and BFGS methods.
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Appendix-E Routines for the curve fitting operation

This appendix contains the routine for the curve fitting used in the estimation of
the rainfall rate cumulative distribution in Surabaya-Indonesia.

FITTING FUNCTION
\
forget ndim

Integer scalar ndim

32 ndim :=
REAL SCALAR A

REAL SCALAR B

real scalar Ra

XEQ PUT.rain[].XEQ

real dim[ ndim ] array rainfa11.rate
real dim[ ndim ] array slope

real dim[ ndim , 2 ] array rain

0.801 A :=
0.3485 B : =

119.6 Ra : =

\ Moupfouma Function

: u[X] \ [ X _ u[X] ]

Ra / B ** A * NEG EXP
10000 LN Ra / *

: u1[X] \ [X _ u1[X] ]

dup Ra swap - swap u[X] *
10000 LN - EXP

: b[x] \ [ X _ b[X] ]

dup Ra - Ra /

swap Ra / 1 + Ln *

: f[x] \ [x _ f[x]]
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dup dup 1 + Ra

1 + swap I
swap b[x] **
swap u1[x] * 100 *

\ Read measured rainfall rate
: read.rain.bas
orain: =

cr ." The name of the file -" "INPUT DEFER> BASIC.OPEN
BEGIN

ndim 1 + 1 DO BASIC.READ 2 = not
IF CR ." Read error" BASIC.CLOSE QUIT
THEN put.rain[].xeq
?Basic.eof
LOOP until BASIC.CLOSE

\ *****
: put.rainD

3 1 DO rain [J , I ] : = LOOP

INSTALL put.rain[] in put.rainO.xeq
: rain. rate
rain xsect[ ! , 2 ] rainfall.rate : =

:P%
rain xsect[ ! , 1 ]

SLOPE :=

\ Fitting operations

: FITTING

\ Gauss-Newton Algoritm

0.801 A : =

0.3485 B : =
119.6 ra : =

\ 0.536 A :=
\ 0.483 B :=
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p%
rain. rate

Load.overlay matfit.sov

GAUSS-NEWTON.FIT

CURVE.FIT[ RAINFALL.RATE , SLOPE; F[X] ; A , B , Ra]

: FITfING.bf

\ BFGS method. ( details in Asyst Manual II-7-8 )

0.801 A :=
0.3485 B : =

119.6 ra : =

\ 0.801 A : =

\ 0.3485 B:=

p%
rain. rate

Load.overlay matfit.sov

bfgs.FIT

CURVE.FIT[ RAINFALL.RATE , SLOPE; F[X] ; A , B , Ra]

: FITTING.hy

\ HYBRID method. ( details in Asyst Manual II-7-8 )

\ -1. 1882 A : =

\ 1.7558 B :=
.801 a :=
.3485 b : =

119.6 ra : =

p%
rain. rate

Load.overlay matfit.sov

HYBRID.FIT

CURVE. FIT[ RAINFALL.RATE , SLOPE ; F[X] ; A , B , Ra ]
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Appendix-F Tables of attenuation due to the rain in
Surabaya-Indonesia

This appendix contains tables of the attenuation estimated by the models analysed
in chapter three for Surabaya-Indonesia.

Estimated attenuation due to rain for Surabaya-Indonesia

The Iuy Model

Percentage of time Exceeding Attenuation

[ % ] [ dB)

.7222 3.9375

.4712 5.4541

.3672 6.4692

.2991 7.3694

.2523 8.1567

.2140 8.9500

.1856 9.6583

.1599 10.4192

.1359 11.2688

.1141 12.2010

.0983 13.0077

.0817 14.0204

.0713 14.7715

.0609 15.6452

.0522 16.5015

.0438 17.4766

.0381 18.2509

.0323 19.1667

.0271 20.1384

.0225 21.1670

.0183 22.3104

.0166 22.8514

.0149 23.4529

.0117 24.8117

.0083 26.7943

.0058 28.9816
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The CCIR 90 Model

Percentage of time Exceeding Attenuation

[ % ) [ dB )

.0050 26.4531

.0100 20.5963

.0200 15.7509

.0500 10.7489

.1000 7.8848

.1960 5.6809

.5000 3.5831

ooסס.1 2.4762

The Crane Model

Percentage of time Exceeding Attenuation

[ % ) [ dB J

.0200 26.5717

.0500 21.0237

.1000 15.8516

.1960 12.8346

.5000 4.3617

ooסס.1 1.9261
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The Ajayi Model

Percentage of time Exceeding Attenuation

[ % ] [ dB]

.7222 3.2278

.4712 4.0405

.3672 4.5922

.2991 5.0931

.2523 5.5433

.2140 6.0105

.1856 6.4409

.1599 6.9189

.1359 7.4740

.1141 8.1115

.0983 8.6900

.0817 9.4546

.0713 10.0518

.0609 10.7814

.0522 11.5356

.0438 12.4449

.0381 13.2074

.0323 14.1581

.0271 15.2266

.0225 16.4265

.0183 17.8434

.0166 18.5435

.0149 19.3434

.0117 21.2272

.0083 24.1312

.0058 27.4578
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The Matricciani Model

Percentage of time Exceeding Attenuation

[ % ] [dB]

.0251 5.2000
.0183 7.6000
.0134 10.0000
.0100 12.4000
.0076 14.8000
.0059 17.2000

.0046 19.6000

.0037 22.0000

.0030 24.4000

.0024 26.8000

.0020 29.2000

The Moupfouma Model

Percentage of time Exceeding Attenuation

[ % ] [ dB]

.6587 .0792

.4246 .2594

.3110 .5320

.2417 .8974

.1947 1.3576

.1608 1.9154

.1351 2.5743

.1150 3.3379

.0990 4.2108

.0858 5.1976

.0750 6.3037

.0658 7.5350

.0580 8.8980

.0514 10.3997

.0456 12.0478

.0405 13.8507

.0361 15.8175

.0322 17.9581

.0288 20.2829

.0257 22.8035

.0230 25.5319

.0206 28.4812
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